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S u mm a  ry
In this thesis methods are considered for analysing 
relationships between genetic systems, usually loci, 
in an organisms genome. In particular, the genome of 
the individuals are typed at several sites.
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to and 
motivation for the areas covered in this thesis. The 
remaining chapters are divided into two parts.
Part I, comprising chapters 2 and 3, deals with the 
analysis of multilocus data in population genetics, 
and in particular, plant genetics. Chapters 4, 5 and 
6 form Part II which looks at the analysis of multilocus 
data in the context of medical studies.
Summary measures of pairwise nonrandom allelic 
association are studied in chapter 2. An alternate 
form of an existing summary measure is proposed. The 
sampling properties of both these measures, and of tests 
for detecting nonrandom allelic association based on 
these measures, are studied using computer simulations.
The application of log-linear model analysis to 
data on multiple sites is outlined in chapter 3. 
Frequently such data necessitate the construction of 
large sparse contingency tables. To accommodate these
iv.
large tables a modification of the usual test 
procedures utilised in log-linear model analysis is 
proposed. A stepwise procedure for detecting nonrandom 
allelic associations is described and applied to wild 
barley data.
Turning to more medically orientated problems 
chapter 4 considers genotypic data for diploid 
organisms in which the constituent gametes are not 
identified. A composite link function is used to adapt 
log-linear model analysis to these data. Application 
to artificial data sets is used to justify this 
computationally more complex approach.
In chapter 5 attention is turned to linkage analysis 
of family data where individuals have been typed for 
multiple markers/loci (usually referred to, in this 
context, as multipoint data). A multipoint linkage 
analysis is proposed and applied to artificial family 
data. Extensions of this multipoint linkage analysis 
and its role in general linkage analysis are discussed.
The thesis concludes with chapter 6. This chapter 
describes the implementation of the multipoint linkage 
analysis given in chapter 5.
Some of the results in chapter 5 have been 
published in Aston and Wilson (1985) and Aston (in press). 
A modified version of chapter 4 is to be published 
(Aston and Wilson: Log-linear model analysis of allelic 
associations). It is intended to submit the results of 
chapter 2 for publication in the near future.
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C H A P T E R  1 
I N T R O D U C T I O N
This thesis presents a discussion of statistical 
methods of detecting nonrandom allelic association in 
multilocus data. These statistical methods are developed 
for data arising from two different contexts, namely for 
multilocus gametic data in (plant) population genetics 
and multilocus genotypic data in medical genetics. This 
forms the basis for parts I and II of this thesis 
respectively.
Gametic data is characterised by the researcher 
knowing the constituent gametes forming an individual's 
genotype, (also termed as knowing the phase of an 
individual's genotype). Typically, gametic data are 
collected in population genetic studies of plants or 
invertebrates as these are amenable to techniques, such 
as progeny testing, which are used to distinguish the 
analogous forms of multiple heterozygotes. In 
particular, for gametic data collected in studies of 
cultivated plants, detecting nonrandom allelic association 
is of interest in, for example, crop improvement 
(Johnson, 1981; Rowe, 1982; Wright, 1983). Here the
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"presence of [nonrandom allelic association] can 
adversely affect selection experiments/trials, a 'good' 
allele may be associated with a poor gamete" (Wright, 1983). 
Thus, for example, selection of crops for high yield may 
result in low disease resistance.
Brown, Feldman and Nevo (1980) proposed a test for 
the presence of nonrandom allelic association based on a 
summary measure of heterozygosity. To do this they assumed, 
with reservations, that this summary measure is normally 
distributed. This assumption is examined by computer 
simulation in chapter 2 and the evidence suggests that 
this assumption is untenable. An alternative test based 
on a modified form of this summary statistic is proposed 
and the properties of this test examined by computer 
simulation. These summary measures entail a severe loss 
of information regarding the structure of any nonrandom 
allelic association detected.
An alternative approach is to use log-linear model 
analysis to detect nonrandom allelic association. This 
is described in chapter 3. Log-linear model analysis 
offers a very flexible method of detecting nonrandom 
allelic association since a wide range of population and 
genomic structures can be accommodated through appropriate 
choice of parameters in the log-linear model. However, 
contingency tables derived by cross-classifying multilocus 
gametic data are often large and sparse in the sense that 
there are a large number of possible multilocus gamete 
types, given the observed alleles, of which only a few 
gamete types are observed. Hence, the usual test
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procedures used in log-linear model analysis are not 
appropriate and these have been replaced by Monte Carlo 
test procedures (as suggested in Aston and Wilson, 1984).
The properties of these test procedures are examined by 
computer simulation. This modified log-linear model 
analysis is applied to the data on wild barley (Hordeum 
spontaneum) analysed by Brown et al. (1980). These methods
assume gametic data are available. However, in many 
studies only genotypic data are available.
In genotypic data the constituent gametes of an 
individual are indeterminant and so genotypic data can be 
regarded as being incomplete. Such is the usual form of 
data collected in medical genetic studies and it is in 
this context that genotypic data are considered here.
Study of the genetics of the histocompatability system in 
humans where knowledge of associations between the loci 
making up the system may help improve techniques of tissue 
matching for organ transplants is an example. An adaptation 
of the methods suggested by Thompson and Baker (1981) for 
applying log-linear model analysis to genotypic data is 
described and discussed in chapter 4.
Often genotypic data may be available for individuals 
which are grouped in families. Here, linkage analysis 
is used to detect nonrandom allelic association where 
association (termed 'linkage') is assumed to be due to 
the loci being on the same chromosome. Linkage analysis 
yields estimates of genetic parameters relevant for the 
calculation of genetic risks and for genetic mapping
198 5,(see Conneally and Rivas, 1980, and White et al., 
for reviews). Although methods of detecting linkage 
between pairs of loci are well developed, little has been 
done on detecting linkage between multiple loci. An 
algorithm is given in chapter 5 for multilocus linkage 
analysis together with results of its application to 
artificial family data. The programs written to implement 
this algorithm are given in chapter 6.
5 .
PART I
Multilocus  Data in Population Genetics
CHAPTER 2
e x a m i n a t i o n  o f a s u m m a r y  s t a t i s t i c  f o r 
p a i r w i s e  n o n r a n d o m  a l l e l i c  a s s o c i a t i o n
2 .1 Introduction.
The first part of this thesis is concerned with the 
analysis of multilocus gametic data with particular emphasis 
on data for plants. Gametic data are easily obtained for 
many plant species of commercial interest because of their 
high homozygosity and ease of progeny testing. The 
multilocus gametic data utilised throughout part I of this 
thesis are from a survey of twenty-six natural populations 
of wild barley (Hordeum spontaneum) in Israel. A description 
of these data is given in Brown, Feldman and Nevo (1980) .
In this chapter a summary measure proposed by 
Brown et al. (1980) for pairwise nonrandom allelic
association is examined. Historically, nonrandom 
association of alleles in gametic data has been termed
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linkage disequilibrium. This term is a misnomer for 
two reasons. First, the observed nonrandom associations 
between alleles are not necessarily caused just by 
linkage (the physical association of loci on the same 
chromosome) alone. The associations could be due to a 
combination of linkage, inbreeding, selection and so on. 
Second, several theoretical models for genetic systems 
have been developed which predict equilibrium points at 
which there is stable disequilibrium. To avoid this 
confusion the term nonrandom allelic association is 
adopted.
A common basis for measuring nonrandom allelic 
association between pairs of alleles is the statistic
defined as
3 ^
(2.1) ik _ ik i k J £ $ c l P j PI
ikwhere g .0 is the frequency of the gametes carrying the
J &
ith allele at the jth locus and the kth allele at the
p£th locus; p . is the frequency of the ith allele
J
at the jth locus. This measure can be generalised to 
higher order associations involving three or more loci 
(see, for example, Brown, 1975). However, for multilocus 
gametic data the large numbers of such ^-statistics are 
difficult to interpret biologically.
Brown, Feldman and Nevo (1980) suggested a 'summary'
measure of pairwise nonrandom allelic association in 
multilocus gametic data. This measure is the variance 
of the distribution of the number of heterozygous loci
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in a zygote formed by artificially combining two randomly 
chosen gametes. This variance (a2) can be written as
(2 .2) 2ll 1112p) p\ 
3 3 3 3 Jl>3 i k 3
+ i D \ k ) 2 ]
J Ä
where h
locus. Hence, the variance (g 2) is cumulative over locus 
pairs, tending to increase with "more" pairwise association 
(although, for some combinations of allele frequencies this 
is not the case) but is independent of higher order 
associations. To calculate g 2 the distribution of the 
number of heterozygous loci is obtained by comparing each 
gamete with every other gamete in a sample of n gametes 
(giving (^ ) comparisons). Let s2 be the observed value 
of this variance (o2) then under the hypothesis (H ) 
of random association of alleles
i - U p))
i C
is the gene diversity at the jth
(2.3) E (s 2 IH is true) = ] h . (1 -h .)
° 3 3 3
and to order n
(2.4) Var (s2 |H is true) h . - l) h2.
6 J o J
+ 12 y h3.-6l h\ + 2 [ I h . (1 - h .) ] 2}/n
J J J J 6 J J
where the parametric values of the {h .} are replaced by
their estimates.
The test for the presence of pairwise nonrandom 
allelic association proposed by Brown et al. (1980)
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consisted of computing a one-sided confidence interval 
for the variance ( o 2) assuming that the sampling 
distribution of the variance statistic is2) could be 
approximated by a normal distribution. Thus the hypothesis 
Hq is rejected on the available evidence at a nominal 
5% level of significance if the observed value, s2 , 
exceeds the value L given by
(2.5) L =E(s 2|h is true) + 1.69 x Var(s2|H is true) 2.
However, they do state that, "it is not clear whether 
the sampling distribution of [s2] is normal or whether 
another approximation would be appropriate".
An alternative test for pairwise nonrandom allelic 
association is proposed based on a suggestion by B. Manly 
(Pers.Comm.). Here, the hypothesis (H^ ) , as given 
above, is rejected at a nominal 5% level of significance 
if the test statistic X , given by
( [j] - 1 U 2(2.6) X = ----------
E (4 2 IHq is true)
exceeds the value of the 5% point of a chi-squared
distribution with degrees of freedom v = [~\ - 1
([ ] = 'the integer part of') . Here, the values s2
and E(s 2 |Hq is true) have been replaced by the values
4 2 and E (4 2 IH is true) calculated from the 1 o
distribution of heterozygous loci obtained from a single 
random sample of [—] - 1 pairs of gametes from the 
sample of n gametes. This alternative calculation
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of the observed variance was introduced because of the 
correlations between the (^ ) pairs of gametes used to 
calculate s2 . Computer simulation studies by the 
author and Lonie (1984) showed that these correlations 
caused the sampling distribution of the statistic X to 
have a variance greater than 2v . However, this 
sampling of [—] gamete pairs does involve an extraneous 
sampling variation and some loss of information.
The properties of these tests and the distributional 
assumptions on which they are based are investigated by 
computer simulations in the following section. This 
chapter concludes with a discussion of these results 
and of these measures of pairwise nonrandom allelic 
association.
2 . 2  S i m u l a t i o n  R e s u l t s .
The method of generating the data in the simulation 
study was as follows. Under the assumption that there are 
no nonrandom allelic associations, expected frequencies 
can be calculated for the multilocus gametes from given 
sets of allele frequencies. Simulated data sets were then 
obtained as observations from multinomial distributions 
with the appropriate expected frequencies. These 
observations were generated using the IMSL subroutine 
GGMTN (IMSL, 1982). It was decided to generate two 
thousand data sets for each choice of allele frequencies.
The simulations are in two parts, A and B .
In part A the observed allele frequencies for six sites 
chosen at random from the survey of twenty-six wild
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barley populations referred to in section 2.1 were used. 
Some of the characteristics of the samples taken at each 
of these six sites are given in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1 : Characteristics of the samples taken
at each of the sites utilised in the 
simulations for part A .
site number of gametes 
sampled
number 
of loci
number of alleles 
at each locus
1 30 5 3,2,3,2,2
2 48 8 2,3,3,3,2,2,2,2
3 38 5 2,2,2,4,2
4 30 8 3,2,3,3,2,2,2,2
5 52 7 2,3,2,3,3,2,2
6 41 5 2,3,3,3,2
Part B consists of several artificial sets of allele 
frequencies in which the effects of characteristics of 
the generated artificial data on the properties of the 
measures and tests could be studied. The particular 
characteristics varied here were the following : 
the size of the data set as determined by the number of 
loci (4,6,8) and the number of alleles at each locus 
(2,3,4) ; the number of gametes sampled (25,100) ;
the homogeneity of the allele frequencies at each locus 
(shown here by the ratio of the allele frequencies).
The particular values chosen were a compromise between 
typical values in published studies of multilocus gametic
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data and values for which the simulations were 
computationally tractable.
The assumption of normality for the variance 
statistic i s 2 ) was examined using the Shapiro-Wilk 
test of normality (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965). In this 
context, the Shapiro-Wilk test consisted of calculating 
the test statistic W , given by
25
{ I a
i=l
-yj }250-i+l y 50-i+l i
(2.7)
50I (2/v- y )
i=l ^
where ^ are orc e^r statistics (in ascending
order) for a sample of fifty s 2 values ; y is the
2 5mean of this sample ;  ^a50-i + l - -1 are coef ficients 
which are tabulated in Shapiro and Wilk (1965). The 
hypothesis of normality of the sampling distribution of 
the variance statistic (s2) is rejected at a 5% 
level of significance if W < 0.947 . The numbers of 
tests rejecting the hypothesis of normality for the 
variance statistic i s 2 ) out of forty Shapiro-Wilk tests 
applied to the generated data for each set of allele 
frequencies are given in table 2-2. The expected number 
of tests rejecting the hypothesis, out of forty, is 2 
if the sampling distribution of the variance statistic 
(s2) is normal. The results in table 2-2 suggest that 
the assumption of approximate normality is not appropriate 
for the sampling distribution of the variance statistic 
(8 2) .
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Table 2-2: Number of tests (out of forty) rejecting
the hypothesis of normality for the variance 
statistic (s2) at a 5% level of 
significance.
site
1
2
3
4
5
6
Part A
number of rejected hypotheses
5 
35
7
18
18
6
Part B
number of alleles per locus
2 3 4
number
of
gametes
number
of
loci
ratio
1:1
of allele 
1:2 1:3
frequencies at each 
1:1:1 1:2:1 1:8:1
locus
1:1:1
4 35 34 19 8 14 4 8
25 6 14 21 8 5 21 40 8
8 8 6 3 2 3 11
4 36 13 2 7 10 4 6
100 6 20 10 7 10 6 4 3
8 6 3 2 2 16 7
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This contradicts the conclusion drawn by 
Chakraborty (1984). Chakraborty concluded in favour of 
normality based on the observed values of the coefficients 
of skewness and kurtosis of the sampling distribution of 
the variance statistic (s 2 ) (given here in table 2-3)
obtained from generated data sets for two diallelic loci.
Table 2-3: Values of skewness (y) and kurtosis (k )
of s 2 taken from table 1 of 
Chakraborty (1984).
p!=0.25 Pi=0.5
p 2 =0.1 p 2=0.3 p 2= 0.5 pa=0.1 p 2=0.3 p 2=0.5
number
of
gamete s
100
1000
Y .197 .057 .012 .132 .028 .004
K -.843 -.838 -.289 -.828 -.648 -.035
Y . 062 . 056 . 031 .036 .012 .003
K -.783 -.548 -.219 -.129 -.125 .027
In figure 2-3, pi and p 2 are the probabilities 
of the first allele at locus 1 and 2 respectively. 
Skewness (y) = m 3 / m 2 /rn^ and kurtosis (k ) = (m ^ / m l ) -3 
were computed from the observed central moments of s 2 
over ten thousand generated data sets for each 
combination { p i , p z ) •
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For the normal distribution the expected values 
for the skewness and kurtosis measures used by 
Chakraborty are zero. Considering that each of the values 
in table 2-3 was obtained from ten thousand generated data 
sets, the values, especially for kurtosis (k), appear 
to be significantly non-zero except when the allele 
frequencies are approximately 0.5. (Estimates of standard 
errors would be necessary to substantiate this observation.)
In table 2-4 are estimates (a) of the size of the 
test suggested by Brown et al. (1980) , and given by equation
(2.5) , which has nominal size a = 0.05 . Each estimate
A(a) is calculated from tests applied to the two thousand 
data sets generated from each set of allele frequencies.
Table 2-4 shows that the estimated size of the test 
suggested by Brown et al. (1980) is strongly dependent
upon the characteristics of the data set. The estimated 
size of the test is much smaller than the nominal size 
0.05 when the allele frequencies are uniform at each 
locus (that is, in the ratios 1:1, 1:1:1 or 1:1:1:1). 
However, as these frequencies become less uniform at each 
locus and the number of alleles at each locus increases 
the estimated size becomes much larger than the nominal 
size 0.05.
The remaining results concern the alternative test 
statistic X given by equation (2.6) . Table 2-5 contains 
the mean (X) and variance (s*) for two thousand values 
of X calculated from the simulated data sets generated 
for each set of allele frequencies. If the chi-squared
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Table 2-4: Estimates (a) of the size of the test
given by equation (2.5) with nominal 
size a = 0.05.
Part A
site /\a
1 .008
2 .066
3 .006
4 .034
5 .047
6 .000
Part B
number of alleles per locus
2 3 4
number
of
gametes
number
of
loc i
ratio
1:1
of allele frequencies at 
1:2 1:3 1:1:1 1:2:1
each
1:8:1
locus
1:1:1
4 .003 .061 .561 .000 .000 .028 .000
25 6 .000 .462 .993 .000 .682 .698 .000
8 .000 .880 1.000 .000 .000 .034
4 .000 .168 .995 .000 .000 .018 .000
100 6 .000 .964 1.000 .000 .997 .988 .000
8 .000 1.000 1.000 .000 . 000 .017
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assumption is appropriate then X 2 v and s 2 z 2vX
where v = [^-] - 1 is the degrees of freedom.
Table 2-5: Means (X) and variances (S 2 ) for X .
A
In part B entries are given as (~X,S2 ) .
A
Part A
site V X q 2b x
1 14 14 2 2
2 23 25 50
3 18 19 33
4 14 15 31
5 25 27 53
6 19 19 34
Part b
number of alleles per locus
Number Number 
of of
gametes loci ratio of allele frequencies at each locus
1 : 1 1 : 2 1 :3 1:1:1 1:2:1 1:8:1 1 :1:1 : 1
4 (11,18) (12,20) (17, 29) (11,19) (11,17) (12,21) (11,22)
25 6 (12,21) (16,37) (27, 65) (11,24) (18,67) (36,792)(10,25)
(v=ll) 8 (11,20) (21,71) (39, 116) (11,26) (11,23) (12,23)
4 (49,79) (56,89) (73, 118) (48,86) (49,78) (49,84) (48,90)
100 6 (50,79) (70,140) (111 , 2 28)(4 9,94) (82,339)(207,-) (48,89)
(v = 4 9) 8 (49,89) (94,289) (162 , 44 1)(48,49) (49,87) (50,96)
17.
' ' TThe evidence in table 2-5 suggests that the sampling 
dlistribution of X can be appropriately approximated 
■ b:>y a chi-squared distribution when the allele frequencies 
• • aire uniform at each locus, although the sampling 
dlistribution appears to be less dispersed (sj < 2v)
A
tthan a chi-squared distribution. However, the 
aappropriateness of the chi-squared distribution is lost 
aas the number of alleles at each locus increases and the 
aallele frequencies move away from uniformity.
Estimates (a) of the size of this X test with 
mominal size a = 0.05 are given in table 2-6 . Each 
eestimate was calculated from tests applied to each of the 
ft wo thousand simulated data sets generated for each set 
cof allele frequencies.
In table 2-6, for uniform allele frequencies, the 
^estimated size of the X test appears to be close to 
tthe nominal size of 0.05 . Nevertheless, as for 
ttable 2-4, the estimated size is much larger than the 
mominal size 0.05 as the number of alleles at each locus 
^increases and the allele frequencies move away from 
lunif ormity.
A
Some estimates (II) of the power of the X test
vwere obtained. These estimates suggested the X test 
/\ /\
lhas poor (IT = 0.1) to moderate (IT = 0.5 to 0.7) 
jpower. No systematic study of the power of this 
itest has been made.
Table 2-6:
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Estimates (a) of the size of the 
X . test with nominal size a = 0.05.
Part A
site /Xa
1 .030
2 .084
3 .047
4 .079
5 .078
6 .038
Part B
number of alleles per locus
Number
of
gametes
Numbe
of
loci
2 3 4
1 :1
ratio of allele 
1:2 1:3
frequencies at each locus 
1:1:1 1:2:1 1:8:1 1:1:1:1
4 .037 .063 . 273 .036 .034 .054 .054
25 6 .054 .229 . 798 .060 .417 .670 .061
8 .051 .535 .978 .072 .058 .070
4 .032 .125 .716 .038 .026 .041 .038
100 6 .037 .611 1.000 .039 .802 .989 .041
8 .044 .951 1.000 .040 .040 .056
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2. 3 D i s c u s s i o n .
The evidence given in section 2.2 suggests that 
caution is required when using the test proposed by 
Brown et al. (1980) for detecting pairwise nonrandom
allelic association. On the one hand, for uniform allele 
frequencies the test is conservative in the sense of 
failing to reject a null hypothesis which might otherwise 
have been rejected by an exact size a = 0.05 test.
On the other, the reverse occurs when allele frequencies 
are not uniform and many loci are studied. What effect 
these results have on the interpretation of the 
conclusions in published studies utilising this test is 
uncertain.
An alternative test for detecting pairwise nonrandom 
allelic association utilising the statistic X given by 
equation (2.6) appears, for uniform allele frequencies, to 
have size a ~ 0.05 and a more appropriate 
distributional assumption as its base. Nevertheless, 
caution is required with its use because of the low power 
of this test and its poor performance when allele 
frequencies are not uniform.
However, using any test based on the summary statistic 
s2 (or 42) incurs a severe loss of information 
concerning the structure of the nonrandom allelic 
associations. On the other hand for multilocus data the 
more usual method of calculating ^-statistics leads to 
large numbers of measures which are difficult to interpret
20.
simultaneously. The analysis of nonrandom allelic 
association described in the next chapter offers a 
method of examining allelic association which is between 
these two extremes.
21.
C H A P T E R  3
D E T E C T I N G  N O N R A N D O M  A L L E L I C  A S S O C I A T I O N  
U T I L I S I N G  L O G - L I N E A R  M O D E L S
3 . 1  I n t r o d u c t i o n .
In this chapter an approach using log-linear models 
is proposed for detecting nonrandom allelic association 
between loci in multilocus gametic data.
This approach formulates multilocus gametic data as 
a contingency table by representing each locus by a 
categorical variable (or factor) and each allele by a 
level of the corresponding categorical variable. Such 
tables could be analysed by classical log-linear model 
analysis as described by Bishop, Feinberg and Holland (1975) 
or McCullagh and Neider (1983). In this classical approach 
the N multilocus gamete frequencies Y^ (corresponding 
to the N cells of the contingency table) are assumed 
to be independently Poisson distributed with E(Y^ .) = y^ . 
The dependence of the multilocus gamete frequencies Y^ 
on the categorical variables (the loci) is given by
(3.1) (y^) i = 1 N
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where x . is a p x 1 vector of explanatory variables
~  is
(dummy variables for levels of factors)and 3 is a
TP* 1 vector of parameters 3 = (3j - - • '3^ ) • The
problem of modelling is then to find an appropriate 
parsimonious model, with model matrix X of order N x p, 
which satisfies some criteria for goodness-of-fit.
A commonly used measure of goodness-of-fit of a model is 
the deviance, Z?(z/;y) , given by
N
(3.2) 2 {E - {ij ^ - y £ }
i— 1
where y are the observed multilocus gamete frequencies 
and y are the fitted values derived from a model involving 
a particular choice of X . The test procedures usually 
used to assess the goodness-of-fit of a model assume that 
the deviance statistic is asymptotically distributed like 
a chi-squared. An alternative is to test differences 
between the deviances for two models from a seauence of 
nested models (that is, the parameter space of one model 
represents a subspace of the parameter space of the other). 
This deviance difference provides a measure of 
improvement-of-fit due to those parameters by which the 
two models differ and is also usually assumed to be 
asymptotically distributed like a chi-squared. However, 
contingency tables formed from multilocus gametic data 
are typically large and very sparse. (For example, for 
the wild barley data referred to in chapter 2 the resultant 
twenty-six contingency tables had, on average, 85% of
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their cells containing zero frequencies*) As a 
consequence, these chi-squared assumptions are 
inappropriate. In the approach described here these 
usual test procedures are replaced by Monte Carlo test 
procedures.
A Monte Carlo test of the goodness-of-fit of a 
model M with model matrix X consists of the following.
A 'reference set' is formed as a group of data sets
generated in accordance with the hypothesis (H ) that 
M is the true model for the observed data. Each of these 
X-l generated data sets are simulated as observations 
from a multinomial distribution with expected frequencies 
given by the fitted values obtained for the model M 
from equation (3.1) . Here the data simulation process
utilised the IMSL subroutine GGMTN (IMSL, 1982).
The model M is then fitted to each of the K-l generated 
data sets and a group of K-1 deviance statistics 
calculated using equation (3.2) . The hypothesis (H^ )
is rejected at a level of significance a if the 
observed deviance statistic is the #ath largest or larger 
deviance statistic relative to the deviance statistics 
derived from the 'reference set'. (X and are
positive integers.) A Monte Carlo test of the improvement- 
of-fit, based on the deviance difference statistic, follows 
the same procedure mutatis mutandis. This procedure is 
exact in the sense that the type I error is precisely a 
for all choices of K (Hope 1968). Marriott (1979, and 
references therein) suggests K should be chosen so 
that ^ 2 5 . However, the large computing time required
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to generate reference sets for large, sparse contingency 
tables for several tests of hypotheses led to the choice 
of the values K — 20 , Ka = 1 . Empirical estimates of 
size and power for this Monte Carlo test (with K = 20,
= 1) are given in section 3.4. A stepwise procedure 
for the detection of nonrandom allelic association using 
a log-linear model analysis incorporating the above test 
procedure is described in section 3.2. The results 
obtained by applying this procedure to the wild barley 
data referred to in chapter 2 are given in section 3.3.
As an aside, it is noted that, in tests of 
improvement-of-fit, (nuisance) parameters of little or 
no relevance to the test may be involved. For example, 
parameters for the main effects (re allele frequencies) 
are of little or no relevance to tests of the 
improvement-of-fit due to an association. Classical 
log-linear model analysis eliminates these nuisance 
parameters by using conditional likelihoods which 
constrain the relevant marginal tables, as determined by 
these nuisance parameters, to take their observed values 
(McCullagh and Neider, 1983). A computer simulation study 
was performed to investigate whether allowing these 
marginal totals to vary when simulating the reference set, 
as opposed to fixing these marginal totals, significantly 
alters the sampling distribution of the deviance differences 
used to measure improvement-of-fit. To evaluate this for 
two dimensional contingency tables, pairs of reference sets 
comprising fifty data sets each were generated in 
accordance with the hypothesis of no association between
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the covariates, using, in turn, a multinomial generator 
(IMSL subroutine GGMTN) and a generator of two 
dimensional contingency tables with given row and column 
totals (IMSL subroutine GGTAB). For each pair of 
reference sets, the empirical sampling distributions of 
the two samples of fifty deviance differences measuring 
the improvement-of-fit due to association between the 
covariates were compared. Several such pairs of reference 
sets were generated as characteristics of the data, such 
as number of observations and degree of homogeneity in 
the marginal table, were varied. The results of this 
simulation study suggest that the empirical sampling 
distribution of the deviance difference statistic was 
essentially unaltered by allowing the marginal totals to 
vary during the simulation process, as occurs when using 
the multinomial distribution. This result has been 
assumed for three or higher dimensional contingency tables 
since no general routine is currently available for 
generating three or higher dimensional contingency tables 
with given marginal tables.
3 . 2  The p r oposed  s t e p w i s e  p r o c e d u r e .
The sequence of steps for the proposed stepwise 
procedure for the detection of nonrandom allelic 
association using log-linear model analysis is indicated 
in the flowchart given in figure 3-1.
The stepwise procedure starts with the model 
containing parameters for all main effects (re allele
Figure 3-1 Flowchart for the proposed 
stepwise procedure.
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f  Test goodness—o f—fit ^ 
of the current model 
with appropriate MC* test of 
V the deviance value > adequate
adequate
Test im provem ent-o f-f i t  
due to this association 
with appropriate MC* test of the 
k deviance difference value significant
significant
'  Test goodness—o f—fit ^ 
of the new model 
with appropriate MC* test of 
V the deviance value / adequate
adequate
STOP:
model is a 
good fit
Select the next 
association
Include association 
in current model 
to obtain new model
Reassess current model 
(e.g. are there outliers?)
Consider a larger 
subset of associations
* MC -  Monte Carlo test
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frequencies) but no parameters for associations between 
the loci. This is the natural model to start with since 
interest is in the associations.
The choice as to which unselected association is 
next, is made as follows. A subset of unselected 
associations is considered where the subset is determined 
by requiring the sequence of models considered by the 
stepwise procedure to be nested. To each of these 
associations is attached an approximate p-value. This 
P-value is the probability of observing a chi-squared 
variate as large or larger than the observed deviance 
difference statistic where the chi-square has degrees of 
freedom equal to the number of parameters in the 
parameterisation of the association. The chosen 
association is that with the smallest p-value. This 
selection of the next association is based only on 
statistical criteria (smallest p-value). An alternative 
selection procedure is to choose a smaller subset of 
unselected associations if the researcher decided that 
certain associations in the above (larger) subset should be 
considered first based on biological criteria, such as 
associations between loci on the same chromosome. An 
association would then be chosen from this smaller subset 
using the "smallest p-value" criteria as described above. 
The larger subset of unselected associations would be 
considered when none of the remaining associations in the 
smaller subset showed a significant improvement-of-fit.
An example of this stepwise procedure is given in
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figure 3-2 for the detection of nonrandom allelic 
association between four loci (here labelled A,B,C,D) 
in the sample from site 8 of the wild barley data 
referred to in chapter 2.
In figure 3-2 a 'step' roughly refers to the 
sequence • choose the next association, test its 
improvement-of-fit, test the goodness-of-fit of the new 
model. Each model is described by the associations it 
includes. Below each model description shown are the 
observed deviance statistic for the model, the 
corresponding degrees of freedom and (in brackets) the 
ranking of this observed deviance statistic in the 
appropriate Monte Carlo test (where a goodness-of-fit 
test was required). The models are arranged so that on 
reading left to right, models with fewer associations 
are encountered before those with more. Lines join models 
for which the right hand model differs from the left 
hand model only by the addition of an association. In 
italics above each line are the deviance difference 
statistic for the pair of models, the corresponding 
degrees of freedom and an approximate P-value as described 
earlier. The sequence of models chosen by the stepwise 
procedure is indicated by the thicker lines. At each step 
the subset of associations shown is the larger subset 
determined only on statistical criteria as described earlier. 
If, for example, it was known that A,B,C were on one 
chromosome and D was on another then an appropriate 
smaller subset of associations at step 1 might be 
{A.B,A.C,B.C} in which case A.C would be chosen as the
A.
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next association. The corresponding analysis of 
deviance table for the example given in figure 3-2 is 
given in table 3-1 .
Table 3-1: Analysis of deviance table for loci
(A,B,C,D) at site 8 .
model
description
deviance deviance difference
observed
value d.f. rank*
observed
value d.f. p"value rank*
none 84.4 97 20
48.1 10 0.000 20
C.D 36.3 87 20
16.5 4 0.002 20
C .D+A.D 19.8 83 20
5.6 2 0.061 20
C.D+A.D+B.D 14.2 81 14
refers to the rank of the observed deviance 
(deviance difference) statistic in the appropriate 
Monte Carlo goodness-of-fit (improvement-of-fit) test.
It may occur that the current model is not a 'good fit' 
of the data and yet the next association does not give a 
significant improvement-of-fit result. (In this context 
it is assumed that the larger subset, described above, is 
being considered.) Here it is suggested that the current 
model should be reassessed.The problem may be caused by, 
for example, outliers in the data or the invalidity of
*
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the distributional assumptions, and so on. Methods 
described by, for example, Andrews and Pregibon (1978), 
Dempster and Gasko-Green (1981) and Atkinson (1983) 
could be useful here.
This is a stepwise forward selection procedure and 
carries the usual caveates for such procedures. Any 
specific stepwise procedure may not lead to a subset of 
associations which formsan optimal model for the data. 
(Here, an optimal model is defined as a model with as few 
associations as required to provide a good fit and has the 
smallest observed deviance statistic of all such models.) 
However, Furnival-Wilson algorithms (Furnival and Wilson, 
1974) and other techniques suggested for selecting the 
optimal subset of associations (see, for example,
Hocking, 1976) were difficult to implement in the context 
of log-linear models for multilocus data because of the 
size and sparsity of the contingency tables involved.
The choice of forward selection rather than backward 
elimination was also because of the size and sparsity 
of the contingency tables involved which led to numerical 
instabilities in the fitting procedure when a maximal 
model containing all possible associations was fitted.
3.3 A p p l i c a t i o n  of this  s t e p w ise p r o c e d u r e  to 
b a r l e y  d a t a .
The following application of the stepwise procedure 
described in sections 3.1 and 3.2,to the data for wild 
barley referred to in chapter 2 is in two parts, A and
B.
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In Part A the analysis was restricted to detecting 
nonrandom allelic associations between the loci 
Al, Bl, B2, B3, Cl (these five loci being chosen because 
they were the most polymorphic loci over all twenty-six 
sites). This restriction avoided the very large
contingency tables encountered when all nineteen loci 
were utilised. In the stepwise procedure,selection of the 
next association gave preference to those associations 
between loci on the same chromosome. The results from the 
analysis of each of the twenty-six sites are given as 
analysis of deviance tables in section A.l of the 
appendix. A summary of these results is given in 
figure 3-3.
In figure 3-3 the detected nonrandom allelic 
association is depicted at each sampling site. Loci with 
codes prefixed by the same letter are on the same 
chromosome. At each site only those loci which are 
polymorphic at that site are shown. For those associations 
detected the strength of the association is indicated by 
the thickness of the lines joining the loci involved.
(The strength was judged by the P-value of the deviance 
difference statistic for the association; the smaller 
the p-value the stronger the association and, consequently, 
the thicker the line.) Broken lines indicate a choice of 
associations could be made. No nonrandom allelic 
association between three or more loci was detected.
An overall biological interpretation of the results given 
in figure 3-3 is difficult without further knowledge 
of ecological, historical and other aspects relevant to

Figure 3-3 : (Folds out)
For example, the consistency of 
associations between loci 32 and Cl in sites 5, 6 and 8 
suggests thele^may be. fror^  the same population &J:cLi£rorv' 
populations sharing a common ancestor, an observation Alost 
using the measure of Brown et al. However, in comparison 
with D statistics some information has been lost. For 
example, one is unable to decide whether the association 
between loci Al and Cl at sites 16 and 17 is the same as 
that observed at . sites 4 or 25 and 26 since the information 
on which alleles^involved'the association has been suppressed.
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these data, and this is beyond the scope of this thesis.
For comparative purposes the results given by
Brown et al. (1980) for their analyses of pairwise
nonrandom allelic association at each site are indicated
in figure 3-3. These analyses used the summary measure
of pairwise nonrandom allelic association as described in
Brown et at. and utilised nineteen loci rather than five.
Sites at which pairwise nonrandom allelic association
was detected are indicated by the pear-shaped backgrounds
having solid colour while those sites where no evidence
of association was detected have a cross-hatched
background. In most cases the results of part A and those
t.«. io i/'j- 3*3 -thots si-tts u//VA hrk^rouAdZ have artnds-/- one jlAe ( . o s d a t f y )  joining m i
of Brown et al. essentially agree; an exception being 
site 2 . What is apparent is the difference between the 
two analyses in the amount of information available 
regarding the possible structure of the nonrandom allelic 
association detected.
In part B the stepwise procedure was used to detect 
nonrandom allelic association between the nineteen loci 
used by Brown et al. The numerical problems involved 
with analysing very large contingency tables restricted 
analysis in part B to nine sites at which there were 
five to seven polymorphic loci. The corresponding nine 
analysis of deviance tables are given in section A.2 
of the appendix. A suitable presentation of the detected 
nonrandom allelic association at any one site is shown 
in figure 3-4.
Fa‘YS,
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Figure 3-4: Detected nonrandom allelic association
between the five polymorphic loci (out 
of nineteen loci) in the sample of 
wild barley from site 5.
D3 D2 D1 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5
<2,
Those loci which were polymorphic at the particular 
site are indicated in bold. Loci on the same chromosome 
begin with the same letter and are shown on the same 
radius of the circle. The size of this format suggests 
that a presentation of the results for all the sites 
analysed, similar to that given in figure 3-3, would be 
so large as to be cumbersome and therefore has not been 
given here.
For the purposes of comparison the results from 
part A (only the loci Al, Bl, B2, B3, Cl) and part B 
(nineteen loci) for each of the nine sites analysed in 
part B are given in figure 3-5.
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Figure -5: Detected nonrandom allelic association in
part A (loci Al, Bl, B2, B3, Cl), and 
part B (nineteen loci) for each of the 
nine sites analysed in part B.
(Results for part A are given first.)
site
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In figure 3-5 lines join loci between which nonrandom 
allelic association was detected. For each site the 
results for part A are shown first and only those loci 
which were polymorphic and therefore relevant to the 
analysis are shown. For some sites (for example, 2 and 
20) the structure of the detected nonrandom allelic 
associations between the loci analysed in part A were 
essentially unaltered by the incorporation of further loci 
into the analysis while for other sites (for example,
5 and 19) there were substantial alterations. This 
suggests that, in general, caution is required when 
'pooling' multilocus gametic data. This agrees with the 
observation that 'pooling' data obscures possible 
nonrandom allelic association (Langley.et al. 3 (1974),
Zouros, Golding and MacKay, 1977; Weir and Cockerham, 1978).
In summary these results show the usefulness of 
this approach to detecting nonrandom allelic association 
in providing a possible structure of the detected nonrandom 
allelic association. However, as shown by only nine sites 
being analysed in part B , the approach can suffer 
numerical and computational problems due to the size 
of the contingency tables. Nevertheless, the ability to 
extend log-linear model analysis of contingency tables 
to accommodate associations between three or more loci, 
stratification of the sample, and so on, suggests there 
is much scope for extending this approach.
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3.4. E m p i r i c a l  r e s u l t s  f o r  th e  t e s t  p r o c e d u r e s  
d i s c u s s e d  in s e c t i o n  3 . 1 .
The results in this section concern the properties 
of the test procedures used in the log-linear model analysis 
and were obtained concurrently with the analysis of the 
wild barley data described in section 3.3. The models 
used are listed in section A.3 of the appendix together 
with characteristics of the data sets utilised for the 
simulations.
The first results given show how the usual chi-squared 
approximations for the empirical sampling distributions 
of the deviance and deviance difference statistics are 
inappropriate. In figure 3-6 are plots of 104 mean 
values for samples of nineteen deviance statistics 
(plot A) and 65 mean values for samples of nineteen 
deviance difference statistics (plot B) against the 
corresponding degrees of freedom v .
In both plots many of the mean values are well 
below their corresponding value of v . For the deviance 
statistic a trend was noted for mean values to be further 
from their corresponding values of v as the percentage 
of cells with zero frequencies increased. However, no 
function involving these percentages or other 
characteristics of the data or the model could be 
determined such that more appropriate values of v could 
be suggested.
In table 3-2 are the estimated values of the size 
(a)  and power ( t t) of the Monte Carlo tests described
CD 
C
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Figure 3-6 : Plots of mean values for samples of
nineteen deviance statistics (plot A) 
and deviance difference statistics 
(plot B) against the corresponding 
degrees of freedom v .
Plot fl Devi ances
mean value
Deviance differences
mean value = v
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in section 3.1 for the deviance and deviance difference 
statistics.
Table 3-2: Estimated values for the size (a)
Aand power ( t t ) of the Monte Carlo tests 
for the deviance and deviance difference 
statistics. Each estimated value was 
calculated from the results of n tests.
size power
statistic Aa st.dev. n ATT st.dev. n
deviance 0.05 .005 2128
(112x19)*
0.52 .017 855
(45x19)
deviance
difference 0.05 .006 1368
(72x19)
0.67 .016 855
* Each estimate was calculated from m (=112, here)
choices of model and data each of which was simulated 
19 times. The models and data chosen were those 
appearing in the analyses described in section 3.3.
The estimates of size given in table 3-2 are in 
agreement with the Monte Carlo test procedure having exact 
size a =0.05 as suggested by Hope (1968) . The
estimates of power are within the range suggested by 
Marriott (1979) as the power range for Monte Carlo tests 
using = 1 . Further examination of the results of
this simulation study could determine no relationship 
between the estimated values for the power and any 
characteristics of the data.
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PART II
Multilocus Data in Medical Genetics
C H A P T E R  4
D E T E C T I N G  N O N R A N D O M  A L L E L I C  A S S O C I A T I O N  IN 
M U L T I L O C U S  G E N O T Y P I C  D A T A
4. 1 I n t r o d u c t i o n .
Multilocus data of the form usually collected in 
medical studies is the primary concern of this second part 
of the thesis. Typically, in medical studies the 
constituent gametes of the diploid individuals cannot be 
determined. Data of this form will be termed genotypic 
data as distinct from gametic data in which the 
constituent gametes are known.
This chapter considers the detection of nonrandom 
allelic association in multilocus genotypic data measured 
at a population level. The main aspects of methods usually 
employed for data on two loci in a randomly mating 
population have been developed and discussed by, for 
example, Hill (1974), Mukai, Watanabe and Yamaguchi (1974), 
Brown (1975), Yasuda (1978) and Weir and Cockerham (1979).
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Smouse (1974) and Hill (1975) described approaches to the 
analysis of multiple loci but they still assumed random 
mating in the population. All of these methods assume 
gametic frequencies are available either through direct 
observation or via maximum likelihood estimation assuming 
a random mating population. Tests for, and measures of, 
nonrandom allelic association could then be based on 
these gametic frequency estimates. These methods based 
on first obtaining gametic frequencies may be inapplicable. 
Some species are not amenable to techniques, such as 
progeny testing, used to apportion double heterozygotes 
to coupling and repulsion phases thus precluding the direct 
observation of constituent gamete types. The usual 
alternative has been to employ maximum likelihood 
estimation to obtain estimates of the gametic frequencies 
from the observed genotypic frequencies. However, should 
deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium be present then 
these maximum likelihood methods may give incorrect 
estimates for the gametic frequencies.
For analysis in these situations composite measures 
of nonrandom allelic association, involving sums of 
intra-gametic and inter-gametic association, have been 
developed for the two locus situation (Weir and Cockerham, 
1979, and Weir, 1979). Haber (1984) combines a log-linear 
model analysis with the EM algorithm to obtain tests of 
hypotheses concerning random mating and nonrandom allelic 
associations. This approach can be extended easily to 
multilocus data and offers a degree of flexibility in the
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choice of models for the data. However, this iterative 
approach may contain undetected convergence problems.
In this chapter an approach is outlined based on 
applying the concept of composite link functions to a 
log-linear model analysis. Composite link functions were 
originally formulated by Thompson and Baker (1981) and 
have been further examined by Burn (1982), Roger (1983) 
and Gilchrist (1985). The approach provides tests of 
hypotheses concerning random mating and nonrandom allelic 
associations. Also, genotypic data for multilocus systems 
can be accommodated and a number of other, useful, 
extensions are readily accessible.
A computationally simpler approach to analysing such 
data is considered in section 4.3. This approach assumes 
the gametic phases are equiprobable allowing construction 
of a set of gametic frequencies from the observed 
genotypic frequencies. This assumption was used by, for 
example, Muona (1982) in the analysis of barley data.
The validity of this assumption for human data is evaluated 
by comparison with the exact results from the 
computationally more complex approach using the composite 
link function. Artificial human genotypic data with known 
structure are used for the evaluation.
4 . 2  T h e  c o m p o s i t e  l i n k  f u n c t i o n  a p p r o a c h  .
Consider genotypic data for individuals in a diploid 
population with alleles at the ith locus,
i = l,...,Af . The observed data consist of the 
frequencies of all distinguishable types. However, in
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genotypic data the different forms of analogous multiple
heterozygotes cannot be distinguished. Consequently, the
observed genotypic data vector, y , of length 
AM H iIK = 1[A ^ + ( 2 )) has to be considered as being derived 
from an unobserved gametic data vector, z , of length
( I A/) 2 . To illustrate this consider two loci,
locus 1 with alleles £ {X,Y} , locus 2 with alleles
k,£ and assume codominance. The relationship
between the 9 observable genotypic frequencies, 
yijki r and the 16 unobservable gametic frequencies,
ikz . , can be obtained from figure 4-1 by relating each
J ^
cell frequency, ikzjl ’ as indicated.
Figure 4-1:
z i k  
3 £ ww
k £
wz zw ZZ
XZ yxxww y xxwz yxxzz
XY
YX yXYWW y XYWZ yXYZZ
YY y YYWW y YYWZ y YYZZ
Let y represent the observed genotypic 
frequency of individuals having genotype ijkZmn...
where tJt/ are the two alleles appearing at locus 1 ,
 ^Jc ink, £ at locus 2 and so on. Let z.Q **’ represent the 
gametic frequency of the type ikm.../jin... where 
i,k,m... are the alleles appearing at loci 1,2,3,...
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in one constituent gamete and j,£,n,... are the 
alleles appearing at loci 1,2,3,... in the other.
The mapping from the gametic data vector to the observed 
genotypic data vector can be written as
(4.1) yijkZmn... E .a , b e {i , j } 
a ,d E ik , £} 
e ,f E im ,n}
ace , 
''bdf.
For example, in figure 4-1, yxxww = zxw>
X W X z
yxxwz = ZXZ + ZXW an<^  1 *S° °n * In matr^x f°rm equation
(4.1) appears as
(4.2) y = Cz
where C is the appropriate matrix (of elements 1 and
AM i M0) having size n^_^(^ 4^ .+ ( ^)) x ( I T . In
particular, for the example given in figure 4-1
C
1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 0  0 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 ^ 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
1 1 0  O i l  
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0  0 0 
0 0 1 1 0  
0 0 0 0 1 ^
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Let Y be the vector of expected gametic frequencies 
corresponding to the gametic frequencies z . The most 
general log-linear model of immediate biological relevance 
for the expected gametic frequencies is
(4.3) In ikm...
^ jZn. . . y + E aa
+ E
be E {ijrkZ,mn,...} be
+ , E
de G { i k Z , i m , j n , k m ,Zn
+ Ee ii Z , jk , in , jm ,kn , Zm
ede
..}
5
The parameters depend on the relative
frequencies of the individual alleles. The parameters (j),
be
measure deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. The 
parameters measure intra-gametic nonrandom allelic 
association between pairs of loci while the 6^ parameters 
measure the corresponding inter-gametic nonrandom allelic 
association. A consequence of the different forms of 
analogous multiple heterozygotes being indistinguishable 
is that in the estimation the intra-gametic nonrandom 
allelic association terms (s) are confounded with the 
inter-gametic nonrandom allelic association terms (6) .
Extensions to include higher order nonrandom allelic 
association involve including further parameters in 
equation (4.3) . For example, intra-gametic nonrandom
allelic association involving three loci could be
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parameterised by ^  , However,
a&e G {ikm,jZn,...} a c
in the analysis performed in section 4.4 these higher 
order associations did not make significant contributions 
to the fit of the model for the data. So, for simplicity, 
they have been omitted from the description here.
The parameters in equation (4.3) are not uniquely 
determined and here the convention used within the package 
GLIM (Baker and Neider, 1978) of placing the first level 
to zero is adopted. (The convention chosen is immaterial 
to interpretation since the fitted values obtained from 
the maximum likelihood estimates will be identical.)
If the gametic frequencies, z , were able to be 
observed directly then the usual statistical approach to 
log-linear modelling (McCullagh and Neider, 1983) could 
be invoked to determine whether the model given by 
equation (4.3) could be simplified. The vector of gametic 
frequencies, z , is assumed to be Poisson distributed 
with corresponding vector of expected frequencies, y .
•v#
The expected frequencies for the model given by 
equation (4.3) could be obtained in the form y = exp(n) 
with n = Jß where X is a design matrix of size
M(11^4 .) 2 x r for the model and 3 is a vector (of
length r) containing the r parameters being estimated.
For the example given in figure 4-1 the parameter
Tvector is given by ß = (y ,ay,qlz , <|>yy, (pzz , £yz, 6yz) .
All other parameters, such as a , <f> „ or e are setX IV a X W
to zero by the adopted convention. The transpose of the
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design matrix for this example is given by
XT
0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 2  
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1  
1 1 1 1  
0 1 1 2  
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 1 0  1 
0 0 1 1
1 1 1 1  
1 1 1 1  
0 1 1 2  
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1  
0 1 0  1
1 1 1 1  
2 2 2 2 
0 1 1 2  
1 1 1 1  
0 0 0 1 
0 1 1 2  
0 1 1 2
/s
The fitted values, y , corresponding to the 
observed genotypic data are obtained from the fitted
values, Y for the gametic data by
(4.4) Cl *
This is a particular example of a generalised linear
model with a composite link function. Thompson and
Baker (1981) show that by taking w = CET\ + (y-y) as
working dependent variables and X* = CHX as working
design matrix, where H is a diagonal matrix with
diagonal elements {y^ .} maximum likelihood estimates
can be obtained by iterative weighted least squares as
discussed in McCullagh and Neider (1983) . (The weight
vector discussed by McCullagh and Neider has jth
element given by y where y = E(y) = Cy.) An adaptation
J ~ ~ ~
of the argument given by Burn (1982,pl46) could be used to 
obtain an estimate of the (approximate) covariance matrix 
of the gametic frequency estimates, were these required. 
Successively more parameterised models used as initial
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parameter estimates the values obtained from the 
previous model. (The first model used initial parameter 
estimates such that all gametic frequencies were equal.) 
This approach will be termed the composite link approach.
4 . 3 .  An a p p r o a c h  a s s u m i n g  e q u i p r o b a b l e  p h a s e s .
A computationally simpler approach to analysing 
genotypic data is obtained by assuming that for a 
particular observed genotype each of the analogous types 
which could have been observed are equally likely. This 
approach has been used, for example, by Muona (1982) 
in a study of barley populations. Heterozygotes are 
infrequent in barley as it is an inbreeding species. 
Consequently, there is very little error involved if 
it is invalid to assume each phase is equiprobable. 
However, in an outbreeding species like man where 
heterozygotes have a much higher frequency it cannot be 
assumed that very little error will result if this 
assumption is invalid.
Using the example in figure 4-1 the assumption of
equiprobable phases leads to z .XW' xw
,XW ,XZ 1 *xwz*„r, = z * vr 7 = syrrvr.,', 7 3 * „„ = 2 xz
xxww
.YW .YZ
xz xw xxwz YZ YW Z*xz Z'xw 4 y XYWZ
and so on. In this way a pseudo-data vector, z* , of 
gametic frequencies can be obtained from the observed
genotypic data vector y . The estimated expected
/\frequencies, y* , for the model given by equation (4.3) 
can be obtained by the standard log-linear model fitting
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procedure as outlined in McCullagh and Neider (1983). 
The vector of fitted values, y* , for the observed 
data vector y is obtained as
(4.5) /NCl*
This will be termed the equip rob able phase approach.
4 . 4 .  A p p l i c a t i o n  to s o m e  s i m u l a t e d  d a t a .
Two sets of data were analysed to exemplify the 
composite link approach and to show the advisability of 
using this approach when analysing genotypic data.
The first is a simulated data set of marker genotypes 
for three loci B, H, F for 1000 random individuals 
(table 4-1). This is part of a larger data set provided 
for the Third Genetic Analysis Workshop, Toronto, 1984 
(MacCluer, Falk and Wagener, 1985).
Table 4-1 : Frequencies of marker genotypes for
the first data set.
locus F
11 12 22
locus
H 11 12
locus B 
13 22 23 33 11 12
locus B 
13 22 23 33 11
locus 
12 13
B
22 23 33
11 0 2 1 1 8 10 1 3 8 2 9 15 1 1 5 3 14 12
12 0 1 2 3 6 7 0 4 8 2 31 28 2 6 9 4 29 22
13 0 3 3 2 11 4 4 9 13 8 49 28 3 6 15 12 50 21
22 0 2 2 3 3 3 1 4 3 3 22 10 0 4 6 6 12 2
23 0 7 3 7 11 2 1 15 15 20 42 21 2 8 5 18 40 20
33 0 2 6 7 9 6 1 9 7 23 31 12 2 4 6 15 32 4
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In figure 4-2 is a 'network' of models summarising the 
results of the analysis of the first data set using the 
composite link approach.
Each model is described by the set of parameters it 
encompasses although model descriptions below the level of 
the model {yfa,<J>} are described only by the parameters 
additional to the set {y,a,<|>} . Below each description
is the deviance value, the likelihood ratio statistic 
labelled G2 by Haber (1984), and corresponding degrees
of freedom. The degrees of freedom are calculated as
A
M H tn-r-1 where n = IT . (A .+ („) ) is the number of=^;Z  ^ z
genotypic frequencies and r is the number of linearly 
independent parameters included in the model. The models 
are arranged so that, on reading down the figure, models 
in the network with higher degrees of freedom are 
encountered before those with lower degrees of freedom. 
Models with identical degrees of freedom appear at the 
same level. Lines join models for which the lower model 
differs from the upper model only by the addition of 
several parameters. In italics to the left of each line 
is the deviance difference between the two models, and to 
the right is the corresponding number of degrees of 
freedom, (equal to the number of additional parameters). 
The distribution of these deviance differences can be 
approximated by a chi-squared distribution with the 
corresponding degrees of freedom. So the statistical 
significance of each deviance difference and consequently 
of the associated additional parameters can be tested
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Figure 4-2 : A network of models for the analysis of the
first data set using the composite link 
approach. Models appearing below the model 
{y,a,<|>} are described only by the 
parameters additional to the model {y,a,4>} ^
Vi ,a| 
164.2 
102
5.9 7
j/z ,a ,9? j
158.3
158.0 
► 93 158.093
157.8
91
87
1.5 4
ie ,c ,e }( BH BT HF ,SBHF 1
86.4
83
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by referring to tables of the appropriate chi-squared 
distribution. Those lines corresponding to deviance 
differences significant at a 5% level of significance 
are shown in bold. No 6 parameters appear in figure 4-2 
because of the confounding of the e and 6 parameters. 
The e parameters were fitted in preference to the 6 
parameters because intra-gametic association was considered 
to be biologically more likely than inter-gametic 
association.
The conclusion to be drawn from figure 4-2 is,
'there is no evidence of departure from Hardy-Weinberg 
equilibrium and there is evidence of nonrandom allelic 
association between only two of the loci, B and H'.
This conclusion coincides with the description of the 
structure of this first data set given by MacCluer, Falk 
and Wagener (1985) . Since this nonrandom allelic 
association involves only two loci the usual pairwise 
nonrandom allelic association measures can be calculated. 
These measures were quoted by MacCluer et al. (1985) in
their description of the data.
The estimated pairwise nonrandom allelic association
measures, D . . , for locus B allele i and locus H ^J
allele j are given in table 4-2. These agree with the 
true random allelic association measures as reported 
by MacCluer et al. (1985) and given in table 4-3.
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Table 4-2 : Nonrandom allelic association measures,
D . . , obtained via the comnosite link 
approach.
locus B
locus H
1 2 3
1 -.001 .000 .001
2 -.051 .003 .048
3 .052 -.003 -.049
Table 4-3 : The true nonrandom allelic association
measures, D^. , as reported by 
MacCluer et al. (1985).
locus B
locus H
1 2  3
1 -.002 .001 .002
2 -.050 .000 .050
3 .052 -.002 -.050
The network of models shown in figure 4-3 for the 
analysis of the first data set using the equiprobable 
phase approach is analogous in interpretation to that 
shown in figure 4-2. The conclusion to be drawn from
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Figure 4-3 : A network of models for the analysis of
the first data set using the equiprobable 
phase approach. Models appearing below 
the model {y,a,4} are described only by 
the parameters additional to the model 
{ y  , a , (p } .
Im I^164.2
102
158.3
158.093
157.891
87
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figure 4-3 for the equiprobable phase approach is the
same as that for the composite link approach. However, 
the equiprobable approach requires both e and 6 
parameters to fit all of the nonrandom allelic association 
between pairs of loci. Caution is required when 
calculating the degrees of freedom for these models.
The confounding of the e and 6 parameters requires 
that the deviance difference associated with the addition 
of both {e} and {6} has the same degrees of freedom 
as that for {s} alone. This is shown in the degrees 
of freedom given in figure 4-3.
Although there seems to be similarity in the 
deviance values given in figures 4-2 and 4-3, it was 
observed that for this data set and others the composite 
link approach consistently achieved a lower deviance 
value than the equiprobable phase approach for 
corresponding models. This probably reflects the 
non-optimality of the choice of equiprobable phases.
The pairwise nonrandom allelic association measures,
. , obtained via the equiprobable phase approach are 
given in table 4-4.
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Table 4-4 : Nonrandom allelic association measures,
ZK . , obtained via the equiprobable 
phase approach.
locus B 1
locus H 
2 3
1 .000 .000 .000
2 -.025 .001 .024
3 .025 -.001 -.024
As table 4-4 shows {of. table 4-3),and has been found 
in other data sets,the pairwise nonrandom allelic 
association measures are underestimated when the 
equiprobable approach is used (but not always by half).
In total, these observations suggest that the 
assumption of equiprobable phases for multilocus 
heterozygotes is invalid in human data.
Weir (1979) provides the motivation for the
following example in a discussion of earlier methods of
analysing genotypic data which require the assumption
of a random mating population.
"The major objection ... is that 
random gametic union is assumed 
without being tested. This may 
not be too serious if each locus 
exhibits conformity to 
Hardy-Weinberg frequencies."
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A second data set, similar to the first in being 
a simulated data set of marker genotypes for three loci 
A,B,C for 1000 random individuals, is given in table 
4-5. In generating this data some deviations from 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium were included.
Table 4-5: Frequencies of marker genotypes for
the second data set.
locus C
11 12 22
locus
B 11 12
locus A 
13 22 23 33 11 12
locus A 
13 22 23 33 11
locus 
12 13
A
22 23 33
11 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
12 0 0 1 3 5 0 1 0 5 1 10 2 1 0 7 4 11 4
13 1 0 2 0 2 3 17 0 28 4 9 13 13 0 25 1 9 7
22 0 0 2 6 6 3 1 0 10 18 31 11 0 0 6 19 26 8
23 6 0 36 5 26 16 13 3 85 24 94 53 13 2 80 25 80 27
33 2 0 2 0 1 1 16 0 12 1 3 5 12 0 11 0 3 3
The network of models shown in figure 4-4 summarises 
the results of the analysis of this second data set using 
the composite link approach. Its interpretation is 
analogous to that of figure 4-2.
The results of figure 4-4 show there is evidence of 
deviation from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium at locus A 
and at locus B as is to be expected. There is also 
evidence of nonrandom allelic association between the 
loci A and B . The pairwise nonrandom allelic 
association measures, D for loci A and B are
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Figure 4-4: A simplified network of models for the
analysis of the second data set using
the composite link approach. Models
appearing below the model {y, a , (J> , <J> }
are described only by the parameters
additional to the model { y , a , <J> , $ } .A B
840.9
W .a ,^c
840.8
101
88
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given in tables 4-6 and 4-7. The values in table 4-6 
are adjusted for the presence of the deviations from 
Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. The measures in table 4-7 
are not adjusted for these deviations.
Table 4-6: Nonrandom allelic association measures,
ZK . , with adjustment for deviations 
from Hardy - Weinberg equilibrium.
locus B 1
locus A 
2 3
1 .007 -.009 .002
2 -.079 .068 .011
3 .072 -.059 -.013
Table 4-7: Nonrandom allelic association measures,
D . . , without adjustment for deviations ^0from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium.
locus B 1
locus A 
2 3
1 .010 -.009 -.001
2 -.073 .056 .017
3 .063 -.047 -.016
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Some small differences are observed between table 
4-6 and table 4-7 even though the size of the deviations 
from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium appeared to be quite 
large, as judged by the deviance differences in figure 4-4. 
Estimation of the standard errors for these nonrandom 
allelic association values are required to see if these 
differences are significant. However, these results 
suggest that deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium 
should be taken into account if the nonrandom allelic 
association measures, D  ^. , are required.
In summary, the results of this section show that 
the composite link approach provides a correct and 
concise picture of the structure of genotypic data.
4 . 5  E x t e n s i o n s  to t h e c o m p o s i t e  l i n k  a p p r o a c h .
Analysis of genotypic data using the composite link 
function approach is easily extended to handle factors in 
the data not considered here such as non-viable genotypes 
or stratified data.
Stratified data occurs when the population from, which 
the sample was taken is classified according to some 
trait, for example, different ethnic groups in human data, 
or the sample being taken over a number of sub-populations 
at different localities. The model given by equation (4.3) 
would be adjusted by including parameters for the 
stratification factor and individual alleles or 
combinations of alleles.
A non-viable genotype occurs if a particular genotype 
has a priori a zero probability. For example, such cases
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may occur in studies including sex linked traits. These 
structural zeros in the observed data are handled by 
setting the corresponding cells in the gametic data vector 
to zero in the fitting process. The degrees of freedom 
will require appropriate adjustment. These structural 
zeros should not be confused with genotypes for which 
the observed frequency was zero. The latter should be 
regarded as due to sampling variation since for a set of 
loci usually all allele combinations have a positive 
probability.
Extensions to include higher order nonrandom allelic 
associations are indicated in section 4.2 and illustrated 
by the inclusion of intra-gametic nonrandom allelic 
association between three loci in figure 4-2.
Overall the composite link approach offers a flexible 
approach to the general analysis of multilocus genotypic 
data.
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C H A P T E R  5
M U L T I L O C U S  L I N K A G E  A N A L Y S I S
5 .1 I n t r o d u c t i o n
The primary emphasis of this chapter is the 
detection and measurement of allelic association due to 
linkage in multilocus family data. Linkage is a measure 
of the tendency for a group of alleles, inherited 
together from one parent, to be transferred together as 
a single unit in gamete formation. This tendency is 
assumed to be caused by synteny, the physical presence 
of the loci on the same chromosome (Renwick, 1969). Other 
possible mechanisms producing the same effect, such as 
association between chromosomes or parts thereof, cannot 
be distinguished by the statistical analysis of family 
data alone. The analysis of linkage, via the estimates 
of recombination probabilities, enables the calculation
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of genetic risks and the formation of a genetic map of 
the human genome. (See Conneally and Rivas, 1980 , and 
White et al.„ 1985, for reviews).
An example of the use of linkage analysis occurs in 
genetic counselling for Huntington's disease for which 
a single closely linked genetic marker was recently 
discovered (Gusella et al. , 1983). No direct (biochemical) 
test exists for use in genetic counselling for 
Huntington's disease (Madsen et al. , 1983, and references 
therein) so two-locus linkage analysis of the affected 
family studied is the only available means of risk 
prediction. Traditionally, two-locus linkage analysis 
using LOD scores (Morton, 1955; Elston and Stewart, 1971) 
or related techniques are used in linkage analysis.
However, extension to a multilocus linkage analysis is 
suggested for calculation of genetic risks when several 
linked markers are available for a particular disease.
For example, Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy is flanked 
by two DNA sequences to which it shows close linkage 
(Davies et al., 1983). Here, interest is in the multilocus 
recombination probabilities involving all three loci 
simultaneously rather than the separate two-locus 
recombination probabilities.
In section 5.2 an algorithm is described for the 
estimation of these multilocus recombination probabilities 
using maximum likelihood methods. Techniques are 
suggested for estimating the covariance matrix for the 
estimates of the multilocus recombination probabilities
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and for performing tests of hypotheses concerning the 
order of the loci. An application of this multilocus 
linkage analysis to artificial family data is given in 
section 5.3 . The chapter concludes with a discussion 
of multilocus linkage analysis, its merits and its role 
in linkage analysis.
5 . 2  An a l g o r i t h m  f o r  m u l t i l o c u s  l i n k a g e  a n a l y s i s .
In brief, this algorithm consists initially of 
constructing a likelihood function for the observed 
family data in terms of the unknown multilocus 
recombination probabilities. Subsequently, the likelihood 
is maximised with respect to this set of multilocus 
recombination probabilities to obtain their maximum 
likelihood estimates.
The algorithm is illustrated by constructing a 
likelihood function for the extended nuclear family 
with the genotypic data given in figure 5-1 . Each 
individual has been typed at four loci to keep the 
calculations simple.
For the purposes of calculating a likelihood for 
this family these data are incomplete since the constituent 
gametes for each individual are indeterminant. The 
constituent gametes for each individual are determined 
using the genotypic data of the parents of the individual. 
(It is noted that in some cases there may be multiple 
possibilities for the pairs of constituent gametes for an 
individual.)
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Figure 5-1 :
paternal grandparents
* { (3,3) (2,2) (1,2) (1,2) } 
¥ { (2,2) (2,2) (1,2) (3,3) }
father
{(2,3)(2,2)(1,2)(2,3)}
maternal grandparents
d- { (2,2) (1,1) (1,1) (1,1) }
S {(1,1) (2,2) (2,2) (2,2) }
mother
{ (1,2) (1,2) (1,2) (1,2) }
children
(a) { (2,3) (2,2) (1,2) (1,2) }
(b) { (2,2) (2,2) (1,2) (1,2) }
(c) { (1,3) (2,2) (1,1) (1,2) }
In the two locus case this is equivalent to the 
determination of the phase (repulsion or coupling) of an 
individual. Construction of the pairs of constituent 
gametes for child (a) using the genotypic data of the 
mother and father is indicated in figure 5-2. In figure 
5-2 the pairs of constituent gametes are indicated by 
square brackets in which, without loss of generality, 
the first allele is the paternal contribution and the 
second allele the maternal contribution.
Figure 5-2 :
locus 1:
locus 2:
locus 3:
locus 4:
father child (a) mother
( 2 ,©) 1_ (©■ 2 )—i r-
[ 3 , 2 ]
( 2 , 2 )
ind is t ingu ishab le
[ 2 , 2 ]
( 1 . 2 )
(©.©) I_ (©■©)I~i r-
[ 2 , 1 ]
or
[ 1 . 2 ]I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 t_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
( © .  3 ) ( © •  2 )
I____________ , ,__________ Il I
[ 2 , 1 ]
Thus child (.a) will have two possible pairs of 
constituent gametes: { [3 ,2]  [2 ,2]  [2 ,1] [2 ,1] } and 
{ [3 ,2] [2 ,2] [ 1 ,2] [2 , 1]  } .
Repeating this determination of constituent gametes 
for each member of the nuclear family (no grandparents) 
the relevant pairs of constituent gametes are given in 
figure 5-3.
Figure 5-3 :
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father mother
[3.2] [2,2] [1,2] [2,3] ) { [ 2,1 ] [ 1,2] [ 1,2] [ 1,2] }
[3.2] [2,2] [2,1] [2,3] )
child (a) ([3,2] [2,2] [1,2] [2,1])
([3,2] [2,2] [2,1] [2, 1]]
child (b) ([2,2][2,2][1,2][2,1])
([2,2] [2,2] [2,1] [2,1])
child (c) I [3,1] [2,2] [1,1] [2,1]}
Analogous to the two locus case, parental mating types 
are given by all possible pairwise combinations of the 
pairs of constituent gametes of the parents. Here, there 
are two parental mating types since there are two possible 
pairs of constituent gametes for the father (see figure 5-3). 
These mating types are
{ [3,2] [2,2] [1,2] [2,3] x [2,1] [1,2] [lf2] [1,2]} denoted 
mating type [A] and {[3,2][2,2][2,1][2,3] x 
[2,1] [1,2] [1,2] [1,2]} denoted mating type [B] . From
this complete knowledge of the possible types of the 
individuals the observed joint recombination events 
between the four loci can be determined.
Consider the first pair of constituent gametes for 
child (a) and the first mating type [A] (see figure 5-4).
In figure 5-4 the pair of constituent gametes for child (a) 
has been separated into paternal and maternal constituent 
gametes. An array of scores is formed representing the 
observed recombination events between successive pairs 
of loci. A score of 'O' denotes an even (or zero) number 
of recombination events between two loci and '1' an odd
number of recombination events.
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In figure 5-4 the male scores are complicated 
by the homozygosity of the father at the second locus.
A score of 'O' is indicated for the recombination event 
between loci 1 and 3 . This is obtained as either
'O' + 'O' or '1' + '1' using the conventions
'0 ' + '0' = '0 ' , 1* + '1' = '0 ' and 1'0' + '1' = '1' .
It is noted that no order of the loci has been assumed.
For example, on the female: side the score between locus 1
and locus 4 should be 'O' which is in agreement with 
' l ' +'O'+'l' ='0' . So for child (a) and mating
type [A] the joint recombination events observed were 
scored as (0,0,0) or (1,1,0) on the male side and 
(1,0,1) on the female side. Let the probability of the 
joint recombination events represented by these scores 
be and f - respectively. A likelihood
is now constructed using these probabilities.
A likelihood for the nuclear family is given by
(5-i) L = I w P  (S \M.)
 ^ j k Z d
where P^(6.^|M^) is the probability of the k th pair 
of constituent gametes for the jth child given the 
parental mating type is (written in terms of the joint
recombination probabilities, ip = . The weighted
sum £ with weights r\f^‘ (£ = 1) is taken over all
k k K
pairs of constituent gametes for the jth child (given 
the parental mating type is M/) . Here the biologically
naive but computationally simplest choice of setting
ij _ 1 was used, where iÖ is the number of pairs
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of constituent gametes for the jth child given the 
parental mating type is . (In figure 5-3 ; 2 ,
= 2 , = 1.) The product IT is over all children
C 7 yin the nuclear family. The weighted sum k with weights
(£ W^  = 1) is over all parental mating types for the
 ^ i  ^ x
parents. Again the choice of equal weights, W. = y ,
was used where I is the number of parental mating types. 
(J =2 in the example in figure 5-2.)
For the first pair of constituent gametes (k=1) of 
child (a) and mating type [A]
(5.2) P. (6 1ip al
_ , rAa1 , rAal . „
'A) (^ 1 m000 ^2 W110) *^101
where a weighted sum with relative weights
(£ = 1) has been taken over the possible joint
recombination events on the male side. (The relative
iikweights £  ^ are chosen by the researcher to show, for 
example, how relatively more (or less) likely the 
recombinant event represented by '000' is relative
to the recombinant event represented by '110'.) As for the 
weights in equation (5.1), weights of equal value were 
used in equation (5.2) (£Aa  ^ = £Aa^= h) . (Alternative
values for the weights and ^  are discussed
in section 5.4.)
Combining the results for all children, and all mating 
types a likelihood for the above nuclear family is given by
?-e
- >
 /-
e-
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(5.3)
t T7 v r A a , r Aal rAal > ~i = (/A *{ni (S1 m000 + 52 n110)/101
Aa , ._Aa2 , rAa2 x+ n2 tt m011 + 52 m ioi hl(j
w r Ab,rAbl , rAbl v „
ni ^’1 W010  ^2 ^lOO^lOl
Ab , rA b2 , rAb2 »
n2 ^1 W001+  ^2 ^ l l l ^ H O
* ^ 1  W000 +  ^2 ^llO^OlO* *
tj v r Ba ,rBal ,rBal
{nl (^ 1 OT011 ^2 ^lOl^lOl
Ba , rBa2 , rBa2 v „
+ n2 (C1 w000 OT110)/ n o *
r Bb t rBbl , rBbl v n,
{ill (^ 1 m001  ^2 ^lll^lOl
Bb . rBb2 . rBb2 » « -i
+ n2 mQ10 tj2 W100^110
v r / rBc , rBc , _p
(^1 w011 +  ^2 mlll)^010 *
The likelihood L is maximised with respect to
= im j f } to obtain the maximum likelihood estimates
\ \
. If several independent families are available the 
product of their likelihoods may be used to obtain 
maximum likelihood estimates.
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An exact form of the covariance matrix for ip
is difficult to obtain so the following approximation 
was used. The covariance matrix (1) for the r maximum 
likelihood estimates is asymptotically equal to the inverse 
of the Fisher-information matrix, I (ip) , where the 
ijjth element of I(^) is estimated by
This technique of obtaining the covariance matrix was 
used by Lathrop et at. (1984) in their study of three-locus 
linkage analysis. Here, the second order derivatives 
appearing in equation (5.4) are calculated by numerical 
differentiation of the likelihood using approximations 
given by Davis and Polonsky (1965, p884) , namely
(5.4) I 9 2 £n L (]b)ic
and
+ f o / -1
2fo, 0 - fi> i - /_ 1»_2> + O(h^)
where, for 9 2 Hip)
*  = y
ip . + s x h f r ip . + t * h 
I* 3 i • • • f
4,t e {-1,0 ,1} .
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Using results given by Conte and de Boor (1980), h was
set to 0.0001 . However, it was observed that the values
of the covariance estimates varied substantially with
changes in the value of h so caution is suggested when
using equations (5.5) and (5.6) in this context.
Caution is also required if the maximum likelihood
estimates are close to their boundaries (for example,
/\
Pin ~  0)
Invoking maximum likelihood theory the maximum
Alikelihood estimates (ip) are asymptotically normal 
with covariance matrix (1) as given above so tests of 
hypotheses concerning the values of the joint recombination 
probabilities can be constructed. In particular, 
hypotheses concerning the order of the loci can be 
tested. For example, consider a linkage group consisting 
of four loci Aj B3 C3 D. Suppose 0 > 0 > 0 ^  > 0
where the 0s are the two-locus recombination 
probabilities for the males. These inequalities imply 
the order ABCD for these loci. In terms of {m } ,
°AD = mlll + m100 + W010 + m001 '
°BD = m010 + *110 + m001 + W101 '
qcd otooi + mioi + mo n  +
alternative ordering DABC 
a confidence region for
mlll * T° evaluate the
(implying e BgD 6^)
TC = (qad - qb d ' qbd
W010 + m11Q - mQ11 111
(mlll + wioo mno mioi '
is considered. The null
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hypothesis (H ) is = (0,0), that is, theo ~ ~ o
orders ABCD and DABC are indistinguishable. Under 
the hypothesis (H^) • the statistic T , given by
(5.7)
T
1 = ($“$o) _1 (5"So) '
where Q, is the covariance matrix for z; , is 
asymptotically distributed as \\ and this result can 
be used to evaluate Ho
5 . 3  A p p l i c a t i o n  to s o m e  a r t i f i c i a l  f a m i l y  d a t a .
The algorithm described in section 5.2 was used to 
perform a multilocus linkage analysis for a sample of 
150 computer-simulated families prepared as part of the 
Third Genetic Analysis (TGA) Workshop, Toronto, 1984 
(MacCluer, Falk and Wagener, 1985). Individuals in 
these families were characterised by genotypes at eight 
marker loci, denoted A 3 B 3 C 3 D 3 E 3 F 3 G 3 H. Preliminary 
analysis using the two-locus linkage analysis program 
LIPED (Ott, 1974) indicated the eight loci formed two 
linkage groups, B3C3F3H and A3D3E3G. Although the 
implementation of the multilocus linkage analysis 
described in section 5.2 could accommodate all eight loci 
simultaneously,//uLs part of the information provided by 
the two-locus analysis was utilised and the two linkage 
groups analysed separately. For each linkage group a 
likelihood was formed by taking the product of the 
likelihoods of the 150 nuclear families for which the
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{'for öffßXwcrfa/y b l j  öf l ie  nock&r families)
likelihood was computationally tractable see chapter 6).A
/\The maximum likelihood estimates (^), for the multilocus 
recombination probabilities obtained by maximising this 
combined likelihood for each linkage group, are given in 
table 5-1 . These are in agreement with the exact values, 
also given in table 5-1, derived from the exact two-locus 
recombination probabilities reported by MacCluer et at. 
(1985).
Table 5-2 gives the estimated covariance matrix (V)
/\for  ^ , in lower triangular format,for the linkage group 
BCFH . It is noted that the results in Table 5-2 may be 
affected by the numerical problems mentioned in section 
5-2 . Therefore, these values should be regarded only as 
rough approximations.
As an example of testing hypotheses concerning the
order of the loci, the order of loci in the linkage
group BCFH is examined. Sherman and Morton (1985)
suggested that the evidence supporting the choice of
the order BHFC over the next best order CBHF is not
conclusive, based on two-locus linkage analysis. For
testing the order of the loci in the males the relevant
Ttest statistic is C = (wTn+w^^-m -w««-,,~ 111 100 oiO 001
m001+m101~OT011-mlll^  * Substituting the appropriate
values into equation (5.7) the value of T is 6.33 
which exceeds 5.99 , the 5% point of a chi-squared 
distribution with 2 degrees of freedom. Therefore, 
the evidence favours the order BHFC over the alternative 
order CBHF (but note the previous caveat regarding
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Table 5-1 : Maximum likelihood estimates (MLE) and
exact values for ip .
1
m
linkage
i
group A D E G
f 1
MLE exact MLE exact
000 .76 .78 .63 .61
001 .00 .00 .00 .00
010 .03 .03 00o .05
Oil .10 .08 .11 . 14
100 .00 .00 oo .00
101 .02 .01 .06 .03
110 .09 .10 .12 .17
111 .00 .00 .00 .00
l
m
linkage
1
group B C F H
f T
MLE exact MLE exact
000 .78 .80 .67 .65
001 .00 .00 .01 .00
010 oo .00 .03 .01
Oil .00 .00 .02 .01
100 .03 ,02 .01 .03
101 .02 .03 .05 .05
110 .17 .15 .21 .25
111 .00 .00 .00 .00
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Table 5-2 : Estimated covariance matrix for ip
(upper left and lower right quadrants 
in lower triangular format) in the 
linkage group BCFH .
(All estimates x 10 .^)
A
-.01
-.01
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the covariance estimates).
Often data for as many as 150 families are not 
available for linkage analysis. So it is of interest 
to compare the maximum likelihood estimates given in 
table 5-1 with those calculated from fewer families.
In table 5-3 are the maximum likelihood estimates for 
ip calculated using the first 50 , first 100 and 
all 150 families in the TGA workshop data.
The families were taken in the order they appeared in 
the TGA workshop data. There does not appear to be major 
differences between the maximum likelihood estimates 
utilising data for 50 , 100 or 150 families.
However, comparison with the exact values given in 
table 5-1 suggests that at least 100 families were 
required to obtain reasonable maximum likelihood 
estimates while substantial improvements were made using 
all 150 families. Fewer families may be required if 
informative families are selected for analysis, although 
using fewer families may lead to poorer covariance
matrix estimates.
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Table 5-3 :
linkage group BCFH
/ \  /NA A
number of families* number of families
1 50 100 150 50 100 150
000 .88 • "-j 00 .78 .60 .64 .67
001 oo• oo• .00 .02 .01 .01
010 .00 .01 .00 .05 .03 .03
Oil .00 .01 .00 .02 .01 .02
100 oo .02 .03 .00 .00 .01
101 .00 oo• .02 .04 .06 .06
110 .12 .17 .17 .27 .24 . 21
111 .00 oo• .00 .00 .00 .00
1
A
m\
linkage group ADEG /\
A
number of families 
50 100 150
number of families 
50 100 150
000 .79 oCO• .76 .54 .60 .63
001 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
010 .00 .02 .03 .08 .10 .08
Oil .14 .09 .10 . 17 . 14 .11
100 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
101 .00 .02 .02 .06 .04 .06
110 COo• .08 .09 .15 .12 .12
111 .00 oo• .00 .00 .00 .00
* Although the first 50, 100, 150 families were 
considered, the combined likelihoods from which the 
estimates were calculated actually was for fewer families 
because of the computational intractability of the 
likelihood for some families.
5.4 Discussion.
The literature dealing with multilocus linkage 
analysis is sparse and few multilocus linkage analysis 
programs appear to have been developed. Lathrop et al. 
(1984), in a comparison of three-locus to two-locus 
linkage analysis, suggested linkage detection using the 
three-locus linkage analyses was more efficient.
The main disadvantages of multilocus linkage 
analysis appear to be the difficulty of developing the 
programs and the typically long running times of those 
programs which have been developed. For the author's 
implementation of the multilocus linkage analysis 
described in section 5.2 running times were in the order 
of several minutes of CPU time for each of the families 
except for a dozen or so families which each required up 
to an hour or more.
The advantages of this approach to multilocus linkage 
analysis are demonstrated by the problems encountered in 
trying to combine two-locus linkage analyses to form a 
multilocus linkage analysis. These problems are avoided 
by estimating joint recombination probabilities using a 
multilocus linkage analysis.
Up to the mid-sixties, when only about 30 genetic 
markers were available at arbitrary locations, affording 
only a very partial coverage of human genome, a natural 
approach for the detection of linkage between a disease 
locus and a battery of markers consisted of the pairwise 
analysis of the disease phenotype and each marker in turn. 
However, two-locus linkage analysis is not making efficient
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use of the 200 plus genetic markers presently available 
with the introduction of restriction fragment length 
polymorphisms. Combinations of two-locus linkage analyses 
for all pairs of loci have been utilised for estimation 
and genetic mapping in multilocus data. However, these 
may not lead to the correct conclusions.
The determination of a genetic map from results of 
two-locus linkage analyses requires assumptions about 
the mathematical relationship between map distance and 
recombination frequency, thus defining a mapping function. 
This relationship is complex because of, for example, 
interference between recombination sites. Usually a 
level of interference is assumed (or estimated) and 
applied to the whole chromosome. However, there is 
evidence (see Rao et al., 1977, for example) that the 
level of interference varies widely when the chromosome 
is examined region by region. Consequently, any 
particular mapping function will be exact over only small 
distances and at best will be a rough approximation over 
the whole genome.
Two-locus linkage analysis can also yield a set of 
estimates for the two-locus recombination probabilities 
(9) which is actually invalid. An example is given here 
using the two-locus recombination probabilities for the 
females in the linkage group ADEG estimated using LIPED. 
This is a system of four loci which is the simplest 
situation in which an invalid set of estimates may occur. 
It is straightforward to establish the following 
relationship between {0} and {f } , namely
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(5.8) 6
r 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
AD
DE
EG
AE
DG
AG
AD,EG v
Xf
(Note that equation (5.8) involves an additional 0 
value, namely the frequency of recombination events 
occurring simultaneously between loci A and D and 
between loci E and G , given by
(5.9) 0AD, EG f 110 + f 7100 + A) 11 + f001
This corresponds to what Felsenstein (1979) calls an 
extra degree of freedom (for a 4 locus system) which is 
not determined even if the recombination probabilities 
of all possible pairs of loci are known. For a system 
of n(>3) loci there are 2n  ^- (71) - 1 such extra 
degrees of freedom.)
To obtain {f } from {0} equation (5.8) is 
rewritten as
( 5 .10) f = X~1Q
where
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X
-1 = h
1 1 1 - 1 - 1  1 - 1   ^
1 1 - 1 - 1  1 - 1  1 
1 - 1  1 1 1 - 1 - 1  
1 - 1 - 1  1 - 1  1 1 
- 1 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1  
- 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 - 1  
- 1 - 1  1 - 1  1 1 1 ,
Substituting the LIPED estimates
T = 
gives
0"= (. 14 , . 25,.36 , .08 ,. 26 ,. 19,0^ EQ) into equation (5.10)
/ m  4 (.26 Qad e^g) ' fooi 4 ( -32 + A^D.EG^  *
There is no estimate of the (unknown) 0 suchA U j hj u
that f 111 , ?Q0i -I 0 *
Initially, further development of the multilocus 
linkage analysis should be confined to analysis of extended 
nuclear families. Extensions of the analysis to utilise 
available data for family members outside of the extended 
nuclear family (that is, aunts, uncles, great grandparents 
and so on) could then be built on this base.
In section 5.2 three sets of weights appeared :
{W .} , (nf'7*} and {  ^^ ^ b In each set the choice ofz K X,
equal values was made for computational ease. However, 
such a choice is biologically naive. Typically, the 
probability of recombination between adjacent loci is small 
so joint recombination events involving several 
recombinations are less likely to occur th n those with 
fewer recombinations. A more realistic choice of values
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for {£ 0 ^ }  in equation (5.2) might be
(5.11) £Aal 000 .Aal 110
W000+W110 OT000+W110
iikUtilising these values for {£  ^ } an iteratively
reweighted maximum likelihood (IRML) algorithm is
~ ( t) ( t)suggested. Let ip and £ be the maximum likelihood
thestimates and the weights at the t iteration 
respectively. The (IRML) algorithm then consists of :
( ~h ) /s ( i~ ~  1 )1. calculate £ from ip using the
appropriate forms of equation (5.11).
2. calculate the likelihood L (given by equation (5.3),
for example) in terms of and maximise this
~ f +)to obtain ip
3. repeat steps 1 and 2 until some chosen level of
Aaccuracy for ip is attained.
~ (o)The initial values ip can be calculated from the
two-locus recombination probabilities using equation (5.10)
17Suggested values for given by
(5.12) ij V W
I
could also be used in an IRML algorithm.
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Although multilocus linkage analysis has many 
advantages over two-locus linkage analysis, the intention 
is not to completely replace two-locus linkage analysis. 
It is suggested that two-locus linkage analysis can be 
utilised to locate genetic markers in particular linkage 
groups (as illustrated in section 5.3 where results from 
two-locus linkage analysis of the data indicated two 
linkage groups which were subsequently analysed 
separately using the multilocus linkage analysis).
Even an indication of order of the loci/markers could be 
obtained. A multilocus linkage analysis could then be 
used to "fine tune" these results by providing tests for 
the order of the loci and estimation of recombination 
probabilities. Thus a powerful general linkage analysis 
can be produced.
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C H A P T E R  6
A M U L T I L O C U S  L I N K A G E  A N A L Y S I S  P R O G R A M  
6 . 1  I n t r o d u c t i on
An implementation of the approach to multilocus 
linkage analysis described in chapter 5 is considered in 
this chapter. This implementation consists of three 
stages, as well as a preliminary data manipulation stage, 
and combines programs written in PASCAL, LISP and 
FORTRAN, each language being chosen for its particular 
suitability for the problem in hand.
The preliminary data manipulation stage involves 
construction of a database. The structure of this 
database and a PASCAL program which constructs this 
database are described in section 6.2. This database 
enables a more efficient implementation of the multilocus 
linkage analysis which is described in section 6.3.
A discussion of computational problems and of directions 
for further work concludes the chapter.
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6 . 2  A d a t a b a s e  f o r  f a m i l y  d a t a  .
The structure of the database constructed in the 
preliminary stage of this implementation is based on the 
graph theoretic definition of a family given by Lange and 
Elston (1975) . Their definition of a family is given by 
the following description. In a family, two types of 
vertices exist, vertices representing individuals and 
vertices representing marriages. Paths occur only between 
individual and marriage vertices. Hence along any sequence 
of connected paths individual and marriage vertices must 
alternate. For a given marriage vertex there are two 
paths directed into the vertex, one emanates from the 
husband and the other from the wife. Any path leaving a 
marriage vertex is directed to a child (an individual 
vertex) born from that marriage. At most one path is 
directed to a child because each child must have a unique 
pair of parents; likewise all full-sibs arise from the 
same vertex, since a given husband and wife are required 
to be 'married' to each other at most once. This 
structure is indicated in figure 6-1 for an extended 
nuclear family.
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Figure 6-1:
From marriage o f  From marriage o f
paternal grandparents maternal grandparents
(husband )
(ch ild ren )
marriage vertex 
female )
> individual vertices 
male )
(directed) path
In the database, this structure of a family was 
stored in three files, labelled here as INDIVIDUALS, 
MARRIAGES and CHILDREN, each containing records with the 
basic structures indicated in figure 6-2.
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Figure 6-2: Structure of single records in the
database files INDIVIDUALS, MARRIAGES 
and CHILDREN.
A record in the f i le INDIVIDUALS
identity code for this individual
code for the genotype of this individual
id code of the marriage to which 
this individual was born
id code of the marriage into which 
this individual has entered
A record in the f i le MARRIAGES
identity code for this marriage
id code for the individual who is the 
husband in this marriage 
id code for the individual who is the 
wife in this marriage
A record in the f i le CHILDREN
id code for this child
id code for the marriage to which 
this child was born
K ey  0 ind iv idua l id
K e y  1 m a rr ia g e  id
K ey  0 id
K ey  1 husband
K e y  2 w ife
K e y  0 id
K e y  1 ty p e
K e y  2 f r o m  m a rr ia g e
K e y  3 m a rr ie d  to
A 'field' in one of these records consists of a 
label (such as 'key O' in figure 6-2), which identifies 
the particular field of the record being referenced, and a 
datum (such as 'id') which is the particular information 
stored in that particular field of the record.
The correspondence between the records given in 
figure 6-2 and the individual and marriage vertices in 
figure 6-1 is indicated in figure 6-3.
Figure 6-3:
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(husband )
M a rr ia g e  v e r te x
Key 0
Key 1 Mar 1
I nd 3 Key 0
Key 1 Mar 1
Ind 5Key 0
Key 1 Mar 1
Ind 4
Key 0
Key 2
Key 1
Mar 1
Ind 2
Key 0
Key 2
Key 1 Gen 3
Mar 1
Key 0
Key 2
Key 3
Key 1 Gen 1
Mar 2
Mar 1
Key 0
Key 2
Key 3
Key 1 Gen 2
Mar 3
Ind 2
Mar 1
Key 0
Key 2
Key 3
Key 1 Gen 5
Mar 1
Key 0
Key 2
Key 3
Key 1 Gen 4
Mar 1
(children )
* unmarried
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Computationally the directed paths shown in 
figure 6-3 consist of reading the datum contained in the 
field from which the path leads (shown in bold) and 
searching in the appropriate file for the record containing 
this datum in the field to which the path points. These 
directed paths, and others not indicated in figure 6-3, 
enable easy location of any required datum when constructing 
the likelihood for the family.
In the implementation of this linkage analysis 
construction of and access to this database was very 
efficient because of the 'keyed access to files’ facility 
available in VAX-PASCAL (the extended version of PASCAL 
available under the VAX/VMS operating system). With 
this keyed access facility the search procedure to find 
the record carrying a particular datum 'in' one of its 
fields is a single standard operation (which is not the 
case in most other systems, such as PASCAL operating 
under the VAX/UNIX operating system).
This database is created from a file of family 
data (in the format indicated in the comments at the head 
of the program) by the program CONSTRUCT_DATABASE given 
in the following ten pages of PASCAL code.
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Program construet_database ( output ) ; 
I 30th October, 1984. C.E.Aston
This program reads data from the file "PEDIGREE.DAT" to produce a 
database for the pedigree data which then resides in three files :
"DATABASE.IND"
"DATABASE.MAR"
"DATABASE.CHD"
key 0 : identity code
key 1 : diplotype code
key 2 : id of marriage attached to
key 3 : id of marriage born from
key 4 : id of family
key 0 : identity code
key 1 : id of husband
key 2 : id of wife
key 3 : number of children born to this marriage 
key 4 : id of family
key 0 : id of child 
key 1 : id of marriage
For computational use the following file is also created
"DATABASE.HAP" key 0 : integer code for haplotype
key 1 : character representation of haplotype
Data in the file PEDIGREE.DAT for an individual should appear on one 
line with the format :
pedigree individual father mother sex birth death genome relation
where all the variables except genome are integers and are separated 
by at least one blank space. Genome is a character string built up 
from triplets of characters : the first is blank, the second is 
allozyme code one and the third is allozyme code two (each code is a 
single character). There are 'number_of_loci' such triplets. Note 
that the first blank of the first triplet in genome is the first 
blank encountered after the variable death. !
Const
numb e r_o f 1o ci
genome_length
ext__nuclear_family
Type
= 8  ;
= 24 ; I = 3*number_of_loci }
= [l,10,20,11,2l] ; { set of relations for
extended nuclear family ]
sexes
alleles
loci
haploids
diploids
= ( male, female ) ;
= char ;
= 1..number_of loci ; 
= packed array _ loci 
= packed array [ 1..2
of alleles ; 
of haploids ;
| definitions of pointers }
controls datum ;
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definitions of records ]
keyed_individuals = record 
pedigree : integer ;
individual
father
mother
sex
genotype
: integer ;
: integer ;
: integer ;
: sexes ; 
diploids ;
end I record ] ;
datum = record 
allele : alleles ; 
next : controls ; 
end I record } ;
keyed haploids = record
key_0 : 
key 1 :
key (O)
. key (1) .
end X record ] ;
integer ; 
haploids ;
index_2 
key_0 
key 1K  : Key
end X  record }
record 
key (0) 
k  (1)
integer ; 
integer ;
index 5 = record
key 0 : key (0) _ integer
key_1 : . key (1) j integer
key_2 : . key (2) _ integer
key_3 : „ key (3) . integer
key 4 : key (4) . integer
end X  record
{ definitions of files ]
file_of_keyed_haploids 
f i 1 e__o f_i nd e x_2 
f i 1 e_o f_ind e x_5
{ Variable definitions ]
Var
file of keyed_haploids ; 
file of index_2 ; 
file of index 5 ;
i,
count,
isex,
birth,
death,
relation,
marriage_count
dummy_character
unordered,
flag_set,
finished,
need_second_pass,
marriage_not_found
genome
keyed individual
: integer ; 
: char ;
: boolean ;
: packed array [1..genome_length] of char ; 
: keyed_individuals ;
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allele
controller
blank_haploid
prior_allele,
pointer_to_allele
pedigree_data
haploids_all
marriage_key,
individ_key
children_key
: alleles ;
: array [ loci, 1..2 ] of controls ; 
: haploids ;
: controls ;
: text ;
: file_of_keyed_haploids ;
: file_of__index_5 ;
: file of index 2 ;
{ dynamic allocation routines }
Procedure freeb ( v : integer ) ; external ;
Function newb ( s : integer ) : integer ; external ; 
Procedure setvirtualsize ( n : integer ) ;external ; 
{ Procedure definitions }
Following Procedure is called by the Procedure order_alleles to 
insert an allele into the ith ordered linked list of alleles before 
the location held by controller [i,2].
Procedure insert_allele ; 
begin
pointer_to_allele :: integer := newb ( 5 ) ; 
pointer_to_alleleA.allele := allele ; 
pointer_to_alleleA.next controller [i,2] ; 
if controller [i,2] = controller [i,l] 
then
controller [i,l] := pointer_to_allele 
else
prior_alleleA.next := pointer to allele ; 
end { Procedure insert_allele T ;
Following Procedure is used by the program to build up the 
"controller”. It takes the ith allele of the individuals genome 
and inserts this if necessary into the ith ordered list of alleles 
for the ith locus.
Procedure order_alleles ; 
begin
unordered := true ;
controller [i,2] := controller [i,l] ; 
while unordered 
do
begin
if controller [i,2] = nil 
then 
begin
insert_allele ; 
unordered := false ; 
end { if j 
else
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if allele = controller [i,2]Ä.allele 
then
unordered := false 
else 
begin
if allele > controller [i,2]A.allele 
then 
begin
prior_allele := controller [i,2] ; 
controller [i,2] := controller [i,2]*.next ; 
end [ if } 
else 
begin
insert_allele ; 
unordered := false ; 
end I else ] ; 
end { else } ; 
end I while ] ;
end { Procedure order alleles } ;
Following Procedure is a recursive Procedure which "increments" the 
"controller" to give the next possible haploid in lexical ordering.
Procedure find_next_possible__haploid ; 
begin
if i = number_of_loci 
then
flag_set := true 
else 
begin
i : = i + 1 ;
find next_possible_haploid ; 
end X else ] ; 
if flag_set 
then 
begin
if controller [i,2]A.next = nil 
then
controller [i,2] := controller [i,l] 
else 
begin
controller [i,2] := controller [i,2]A.next ; 
flag set := false ; 
end T  else } ; 
end { if } ; 
i := i - 1 ;
end { Procedure find_next_possible_haploid } ;
The following Function returns the index of the diploid given in the 
argument "genotype". !
Function genotype_to_index ( genotype : diploids ) : integer ; 
Var
gti : integer ;
temporary : haploids ;
begin
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if genotype [ 1][1] = ' ' 
then
gti := 0 
else 
begin
if genotype [l] > genotype [2] 
then 
begin
temporary := genotype [l] ; 
genotype J _ := genotype [2] ; 
genotype |2J := temporary ; 
end { if } ;
findk ( haploids_all, 1, genotype [1] ) ; 
gti := 10000 * haploids_allÄ.key_0 ; 
findk ( haploids_all, 1, genotype [2] ) ; 
gti := gti + haploids_allA.key_0 ; 
end { else ] ; 
genotype_to_index := gti ; 
end { Function genotype to index ) ;
{ main program ] 
begin
open ( pedigree_data, '[cea308.pedigreejpedigree.dat', history := old, 
access__method := sequential, organization := sequential ) ;
open ( haploids_all, '[cea308.pedigree]database.hap', history := new, 
access_method := keyed, organization := indexed ) ;
open ( individ_key, '[cea308.pedigree]database.ind', history := new, 
access_method := keyed, organization := indexed ) ;
open ( marriage_key, '[cea308.pedigree]database.mar', history := new, 
access_method := keyed, organization := indexed ) ;
open ( children_key, '[cea308.pedigree]database.chd', history := new, 
access_method := keyed, organization := indexed ) ;
setvirtualsize ( 4000 ) ; 
marriage_count := 1 ; 
need_second_pass := false ;
Read in the genotypes in the data file and create the "controller" 
which shall be used to create the file DATABASE.HAP of all possible 
haplotypes.
!
reset ( pedigree_data ) ; 
count := 0 ;
blank_haploid := pad ( * ' , * * , number__of_loci ) ;
for i := 1 to number__of_loci 
do
controller [i,l] := nil ; 
repeat
read a line of data containing the genome from PEDIGREE.DAT
with keyed_individual do 
begin
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read ( pedigree_data, pedigree, individual, father, mother ) ; 
read ( pedigree_data, isex, birth, death, genome ) ; 
for i := 1 to number_of_loci 
do
for j := 1 to 2 
do
genotype[j][i] := genome[ 3*(i-1)+j+1 ] ; 
readln ( pedigree_data ) ; 
end { with } ; 
count := count + 1 ;
if keyed_individual.genotype [l] <> blank_haploid 
then 
begin
for i := 1 to number_of_loci 
do
for j := 1 to 2 
do
begin
allele := keyed_individual.genotype [j] [i] ; 
order_alleles ; 
end | for/for } ; 
end [ if } ;
until eof( pedigree_data ) ;
writeln ( count, ' individual records read' ) ;
Use the "controller" to create the file of all possible haplotypes 
count := 0 ;
for i := 1 to number_of_loci 
do
controller [i,2] := controller [i,l] ; 
rewrite ( haploids_all ) ; 
repeat
count := count + 1 ; 
with haploids_allA 
do
begin
key_0 := count ;
for i := 1 to number of loci
do
key 1 [i] := controller [i,2]A.allele ; 
end T with } ; 
put ( haploids_all ) ; 
i := 1 ;
find_next_possible_haploid ;
finished := true ;
for i := 1 to number_of loci
do
if controller [i,2] <> controller [i,l] 
then
finished := false ; 
until finished ;
writeln ( count, ' haploids_listed' ) ;
Read in the data and create the database residing in the files 
DATABASE.IND,.MAR & .CHD .
reset ( pedigree_data ) ; 
repeat
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Read a line of data from PEDIGREE.DAT into the record 
"keyed individual
}
with keyed_individual do 
begin
read ( pedigree_data, pedigree, individual, father, mother ) ; 
read ( pedigree_data, isex ) ; 
case isex of
1 : sex := male ;
2 : sex := female ; 
end [ case ] ;
read ( pedigree_data, birth, death) ; 
read ( pedigree_data, genome ) ; 
for i := 1 to number__of_loci 
do
for j := 1 to 2 
do
genotype[j][i] := genome[ 3*(i-1)+j+1 ] ; 
readln ( pedigree_data, relation ) ; 
end | with ] ;
if relation in ext_nuclear_family 
then 
begin
with individ_keyA 
do
begin
key_0 := keyed_individual.individual ;
key_l := genotype_to_index ( keyed_individual.genotype ) ; 
key_2 := 0 ;
key_4 := keved_individual.pedigree ; 
end | with } ;
if ( keyed_individual.father = 0 ) and ( keyed_individual.mother = 0 ) 
then 
begin
with marriage_keyA 
do
begin
key 0 := marriage count ;
keyj := 0 ;
key_2 := 0 ;
key_3 := 1 ;
key 4 := keyed individual.pedigree
end { with ] ;
put ( marriage_key ) ; 
with children_keyA 
do
begin
key_0 := individ_keyÄ .key__0 ; 
key_l := marriage_count ; 
end { with } ; 
put ( children_key ) ; 
individ_keyÄ.key_3 := marriage__count ; 
put ( individ_key ) ; 
marriage_count := marriage count + 1 ; 
end { if } 
else 
begin
marriage_not_found := true ; 
if keyed_individual.father <> 0 
then
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begin
findk ( marriage_key, 1, keyed_individual.father ) ; 
if not ufb ( marriage key ) 
then 
begin 
repeat
if ( marriage_keyA.key_1 = keyed_individual.father ) 
and ( marriage_keyA.key_2 = keyed_individual.mother ) 
then 
begin
marriage_keyA.key_3 := marriage_keyA.key_3 + 1 ; 
with children_key* 
do
begin
key_0 := individ_key*.key_0 ; 
keyj := marriage_keyA .key__0 ; 
end { with ] ; 
put ( children_key ) ;
individ keyA.key_3 := marriage_keyA.key_0 ; 
update X" marriage_key ) ; 
put ( individ_key ) ; 
marriage_not_found := false ; 
end { if } ; 
get ( marriage_key ) ;
until ( not marriage_not_found ) or ( ufb ( marriage_key ) ) 
end { if } ; 
end { if } ;
if ( keyed_individual.mother <> 0 ) and ( marriage_not_found ) 
then 
begin
findk ( marriage_key, 2, keyed_individual.mother ) ; 
if not ufb ( marriage_key ) 
then 
begin 
repeat
if ( marriage_keyA.key 1 = keyed_individual.father ) 
and ( marriage_keyÄ.key_2 = keyed_individual.mother ) 
then 
begin
marriage_keyA.key 3 := marriage_keyA.key_3 + 1 ; 
with children_key"*" 
do
begin
key_0 := individ_keyÄ.key_0 ; 
key_l := marriage__keyA .key_0 ; 
end | with } ; 
put ( children_key ) ;
individ keyÄ.key_3 := marriage_keyA.key_0 ; 
update X  marriage_key ) ; 
put ( individ_key ) ; 
marriage_not_found := false ; 
end { if } ; 
get ( marriage_key ) ;
until ( not marriage_not_found ) or ( ufb ( marriage_key ) ) 
end { if } ; 
end | if | ; 
if marriage_not_found 
then 
begin
with marriage_keyA
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do
begin
key__0 := marriage_count ; 
key_1 := keyed_individual. father ; 
key_2 := keyed_individual.mother ; 
key_3 := 1 ;
key_4 := keved__individual. pedigree ; 
end | with } ; 
put ( marriage_key ) ; 
with children_keyA 
do
begin
key_0 := individ_keyA .key__0 ; 
key_1 := marriage_count ; 
end { with } ; 
put ( children_key ) ; 
individ_keyA .key_3 := marriage_count ; 
put ( individ_key ) ; 
if keyed_individual.father <> 0 
then 
begin
findk ( individ_key, 0, keyed_individual.father ) ;
if ufb ( individ_key )
then
need_second_pass := true 
else 
begin
individ keyA.key_2 := marriage_count ; 
update T  individ_key ) ; 
end { else ] ; 
end { if } ;
if keyed_individual.mother <> 0 
then 
begin
findk ( individ_key, 0, keyed_individual.mother ) ;
if ufb ( individ_key )
then
need_second_pass := true 
else 
begin
individ keyA.key_2 := marriage_count ; 
update ~C individ_key ) ; 
end [ else ] ; 
end { i f }  ;
marriage_count := marriage_count + 1 ;
end [ if j ; 
end [ else } ; 
end { if in j ; 
until eof ( pedigree_data ) ; 
if need_second_pass 
then 
begin
reset ( marriage_key ) ; 
repeat
if marriage_keyA .key_1 <> 0 
then 
begin
findk ( individ_key, 0, marriage_keyA.key_1 ) ; 
individ_keyA.key_2 := marriage_keyA.key_0 ; 
update ( individ_key ) ;
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end { if ] ;
if marriage_keyA .key_2 <> 0 
then 
begin
findk ( individ_key, 0, marriage_keyÄ.key_2 ) ; 
individ keyA.key_2 := marriage keyA.key_0 ; 
update T  individ_key ) ; 
end I if } ; 
get ( marriage_key ) ; 
until eof ( marriage_key ) ; 
end { if } ;
close ( pedigree_data, disposition := save ) ; 
close ( haploids_all, disposition := save ) ; 
close ( individ_key, disposition := save ) ; 
close ( marriage_key, disposition := save ) ; 
close ( children_key, disposition := save ) ;
writeln ( 'Normal exit' ) ;
end I program construct_database } .
Utilisation of this database has the following 
advantages : the structure of and data for a family is 
stored in and accessed from data files thus saving time 
and space in the linkage analysis program; the structure 
of a family fits naturally into the database; the database 
can contain any number of families of any size; the 
database is easily updated. Such a database is a dynamic 
form of information storage suited to cumulative studies 
of families (that is, studies where further members of a 
family or further families are added as the data becomes 
available) .
1 0 2 .
6 . 3  T h e  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  o f  t he a p p r o a c h  to m u l t i l o c u s  
l i n k a g e  a n a l y s i s .
Following the preliminary stage given in section 6.2 
the approach to multilocus linkage analysis described in 
chapter 5 is performed in three stages :
1. A PASCAL program CROSSOVER which determines 
the pairs of constituent gametes for each individual in 
a family and then calculates the likelihood for the 
family. This single program performs the major part
of the analysis described in chapter 5.
The following two stages are just concerned with 
obtaining the maximum likelihood estimates from this 
likelihood.
2. An algebraic manipulation program REDUCE (written 
in LISP) which produces a compact form for the likelihood 
and writes this in FORTRAN code.
3. A numerical maximisation program, written in 
FORTRAN, which obtains the maximum likelihood estimates 
from this likelihood.
These three stages and the choice of language for 
each are now considered further. For the first stage the 
language PASCAL was chosen for its dynamic storage 
capabilities and intrinsic data structures. The processing 
of lists of genotypes, constituent gametes, and so on, 
involved with the determination of constituent gametes
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and the construction of the likelihoods, fits naturally 
into the linked list and the record structures available in 
PASCAL. Dynamic storage has the advantage of using 
only as much or as little storage as is required to 
accommodate the data at hand. No arbitrarily chosen 
dimensions are required for the data structures contained 
in the program, as compared to, for example, standard 
FORTRAN which uses 'static' arrays. Overall, this 
program written in PASCAL was more elegant, had clearer 
code and simpler management of the data structures 
involved than, for example, an equivalent FORTRAN program 
The program CROSSOVER is given in the following fifteen 
pages of PASCAL code.
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Program crossover ( input, output ) ;
I 31st October, 1984. C.E.Aston
This program uses the four files DATABASE.IND, .MAR, .CHD & .HAP to 
create a likelihood for a simple extended nuclear family in a chosen 
pedigree. The likelihood is of the form
L = SUM of PRODUCTS of Prob(child's diplotype given
(over (over parental mating type)
parental children) 
mating types)
where probabilities are given in the form of arrays of scores 
p = male, q = female,
0 = uninformative, 1 = on haploid 1 & 2 = on haploid 2
we assume - all parental mating types are equally likely
- all possible pairs of haploids for an individual are 
equally likely
The resultant likelihood is output to the file RESULTS.DAT . 1
Const
number_of_loci = 8 ; 
list_element_size = 12 ;
decoded_element_size = 24 ; { = 2*number__of__loci + 8 ] 
member_size = 1 2 ;  
minimum_family_size = 3 5
Type
{ definitions of pointers ]
pointer_to__list = Alist_element ; 
pointer_to_decoded_list = Adecoded_element ; 
pointer_to_member = Amember ;
| definitions of records ]
list_element = record 
datum : integer ; 
predecessor : pointer_to list ; 
successor : pointer_to list ; 
end { record ] ;
decoded_element = record
diploid : array [l..2] of packed array [1..number__of_loci] of char ; 
predecessor : pointer_to_decoded_list ; 
successor : pointer_to_decoded list ; 
end { record } ;
member = record
head : pointer_to_decoded_list ; 
predecessor : pointer_to__member ; 
successor : pointer_to_member ; 
end | record } ;
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index_2 = record 
key_0 : key(O)
key 1 : [key(l). 
end X  record ] ;
integer ; 
integer ;
index 5 = record
key 0 : ,key(0)s integer ;
key_l : rkey(1)m integer ;
key_2 : .key(2)_ integer ;
key_3 : ,key(3), integer ;
key 4 : _key(4). integer ;
end X  record ];
keyed_haploids = record 
key_0 : Tkey(0)_ integer ;
key 1 : [key(l)_ packed array [l..number_of_loci] of char ;
end X  record } ;
{ variable definitions |
Var
i,
zdatum, 
pedigree, 
weight,
count : integer ; 
unclassified, 
finished, 
first_pq, 
first_child, 
first_type, 
fit,
flag_set : boolean ;
control : array [ 1..number of_loci ] of integer ; 
next_haploid : packed array”X 1.*number of_loci ] of char ; 
genotype : array [ 1..2 ] of
packed array [ 1..number_of_loci ] of char ; 
P>
q : packed array [ 1 . .number_of__loci ] of char ;
list_head,
entry,
new_list_element, 
haploid_1 , 
haploid_2, 
entry_1 , 
entry__2, 
grandfather, 
grandmother, 
parent, 
zygotes,
deletion : pointer__to_list ;
new_decoded_element,
head,
dad,
mum,
kid,
father,
mother : pointer__to_decoded_list ; 
new__member, 
family_head,
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f_entry : pointer_to_member ; 
haploids_all : file of keyed_haploids ; 
children_key : file of index_2 ; 
parent_key, 
marriage_key,
individ_key : file of index_5 ; 
results : text ;
{ Dynamic allocation procedures and functions ]
function newb ( s : integer ) : integer ; external ; 
procedure freeb ( v : integer ) ; external ; 
procedure setvirtualsize ( n : integer ) ; external ;
I This is a recursive procedure used to update 
'control', used to find the next haploid. ]
procedure find__next__possible_haploid ; 
begin | procedure } 
if i = number_of_loci 
then
flag_set := true 
else
begin 1 1 | 
i : = i + 1 ;
find next_possible__haploid ;
end T 1 ! *»
if flag_set 
then
begin { 2 1
if control [i] = 2
then
control [i] := 1 
else
begin { 3 ) 
control [i] := 2 ; 
flag set := false ; 
end T  3 } ; 
end { 2 } ; 
if i > 1 
then
i : = i - 1 ;
end { procedure find_next_possible_haploid ] ;
| This is a function which returns the header to a 
list of haploids for an individual }
function form_haploids_for ( individual : integer ) : pointer_to_list 
begin | function ] 
if individual = 0 
then
begin I 1 }
list_head :: integer := newb ( list_element_size ) ; 
with list_headA 
do
begin ( 2 ) 
datum := 0 ;
predecessor := list_head ; 
successor := list head ;
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end { 2 ] ; 
end { 1 ]
else
begin ( 3 j
findk ( individ_key, 0, individual ) ;
if individ_key* .key_1 = 0
then
begin ( 4 )
list_head :: integer := newb ( list_element_size ) ; 
with list_head* 
do
begin { 5 ) 
datum := 0 ;
predecessor := list_head ; 
successor := list_head ; 
end i 5 ! ; 
end { 4 } 
else
begin { 6 ]
list_head :: integer := newb ( list_element_size ) ; 
with list_head* 
do
begin ( 7 I 
datum := 0 ;
predecessor := list_head ; 
successor := list_head ; 
end ( 7 i ;
findk ( haploids_all, 0, ( individ_key*.key_l div 10000 ) ) ; 
genotype [l ] := haploids_all*.key_1 ;
findk ( haploids_all, 0, ( individ_key*.key_1 mod 10000 ) ) ; 
genotype [2] := haploids_all* .key__1 ; 
for i := 1 to number_of_loci 
do
control [i] := 1 ;
repeat
for i := 1 to number_of_loci 
do
next_haploid [i] := genotype [ control [i] ] [i] ; 
findk ( haploids_all, 1, next_haploid ) ; 
unclassified := true ; 
entry := list_head*.successor ; 
while unclassified 
do
begin { 8 j
if entry = list__head
then
begin ( 9 }
new_list_element :: integer : = newb ( list_eleinent_size ) ; 
with new_list_elementA 
do
begin | 10 ]
datum := haploids_allA.key_0 ; 
predecessor := list_headA.predecessor ; 
successor := list_head ; 
end { 1 0 } ;
list_headA.predecessor*.successor := new list_element ; 
list_head*.predecessor := new_list_element ; 
unclassified := false ; 
end [ 9 } 
else
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if entry*.datum < haploids_all*.key__0 
then
entry := entry*.successor 
else
if entry*.datum = haploids_all*.key_0 
then
unclassified := false 
else
begin { 1 1 }
new_list_element :: integer := newb ( list_element_size ) ; 
with new_list_element* 
do
begin { 12 }
datum := haploids_all*.key_0 ; 
predecessor := entry*.predecessor ; 
successor := entry ; 
end | 12 } ;
entry*.predecessor*.successor := new_list_element ; 
entry*.predecessor := new_list_element ; 
unclassified := false ; 
end | 11 } ; 
end { 8 ] ; 
flag_set := false ; 
i := 1 ;
find_next_possible__haploid ;
finished := true ;
for i := 1 to number_of_loci
do
if control [i] = 2 
then
finished := false ; 
until finished ; 
end { 6 ) ; 
end t 3 t ;
form haploids_for := list_head ; 
end X  function form_haploids_for } ;
{ Function forms a list of diploids via convolution of a list haploids j
function form_diploids_for ( haploids : pointer_to_list )
: pointer_to__list ;
begin ( function }
if haploids*.predecessor = haploids*.successor 
then
begin { 1 }
zdatum := 10000 * haploids*.successor*.datum +
haploids*.predecessor*.datum ;
haploids*.successor*.datum := zdatum ; 
end | 1 } 
else
begin ( 2 }
haploid_1 := haploids ;
haploid_2 := haploids*.predecessor ;
repeat
haploid_1 := haploid_1 *.successor ;
haploid_1 *.datum := 10000 * haploid 1*.datum + haploid_2*.datum ; 
haploid_2 := haploid_2*.predecessor ; 
freeb ( haploid_2*.successor :: integer ) ; 
until haploid_2*.datum > 10000 ; 
haploid_2*.successor := haploids ;
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haploidsA.predecessor := haploid_2 ; 
end { 2 } ;
form diploids_for := haploids ; 
end ~f function form_diploids_for ] ;
[ Function to return a list of zygotes for the marriage of the two 
given lists of haploids }
function form_zygotes_for ( parent_1 , parent_2 : pointer_to__list )
: pointer_to_list ;
begin { function }
zygotes :: integer := newb ( list_element_size ) ; 
with zygotes* 
do
begin I 1 1 
datum := 0 ;
predecessor := zygotes ; 
successor := zygotes ; 
end I 1 } ;
entry_l := parent_1 *.successor ; 
while entry__1 <> parent_1 
do
begin { 2 ]
entry_2 := parent_2*.successor ; 
while entry_2 <> parent_2 
do
begin ( 3 )
if entry_l*.datum < entry_2A.datum 
then
zdatum := 10000 * entry_1A.datum + entry_2 A.datum 
else
zdatum := 10000 * entry_2A.datum + entry_1 A.datum ; 
unclassified := true ; 
entry := zygotes*.successor ; 
while unclassified 
do
begin { 4 }
if entry = zygotes
then
begin { 5 I
new_list_element :: integer := newb ( list_element_size ) ; 
with new_list_element* 
do
begin j 6 } 
datum := zdatum ;
predecessor := zygotes*.predecessor ; 
successor := zygotes ; 
end { 6 } ;
zygotes*.predecessor*.successor := new_list_element ; 
zygotes*.predecessor := new__list_element ; 
unclassified := false ; 
end | 5 } 
else
begin [ 7 )
if entry*.datum < zdatum 
then
entry := entry*.successor 
else
begin | 8 j
if entry*.datum = zdatum
then
unclassified := false 
else
begin ( 9 1
new_list_element :: integer := newb ( list_element_size ) 
with new_list_element* 
do
begin { 10 } 
datum := zdatum ;
predecessor := entry*.predecessor ; 
successor := entry ; 
end { 10 ] ;
entry*.predecessor*.successor := new_list_element ; 
entry*.predecessor := new_list_element ; 
unclassified := false ; 
end ( 9 ) ; 
end { 8 } ; 
end | 7 } ; 
end { 4 ! ;
entry_2 := entry_2*.successor ; 
end { 3 I ;
entry_1 := entry_1 *.successor ; 
end { 2 ] ;
form zygotes_for := zygotes ; 
end X  function form_zygotes_for ] ;
{ Deletion of a list }
procedure delete_list ( var list_head : pointer_to__list ) ; 
begin | procedure ]
while list_head*.successor <> list_head 
do
begin ( 1 )
list_head*.successor := list head*.successor*.successor ; 
freeb ( list_head*.successor^.predecessor :: integer ) ; 
end { 1 ] ;
freeb ( list_head :: integer ) ; 
end { procedure delete_list } ;
{ Intersection of a list of diploids with a list of parent 
zygotes to give a restricted list of child's diploids j
procedure form_phased ( fetus, zygotes : pointer_to_list ) ;
begin { procedure ]
entry_1 := fetus*.successor ;
entry_2 := zygotes*.successor ;
repeat
if entry_1 *.datum < entry_2*.datum 
then
begin { 1 }
entry_1 *.predecessor*.successor := entry_1 *.successor ; 
entry_1 *.successor* .predecessor := entry__1 *.predecessor ; 
deletion := entry_1 ; 
entry_1 := entry_1 *.successor ; 
freeb ( deletion :: integer ) ; 
end { 1 }
else
begin ( 2 )
if entry_1 *.datum = entry_2*.datum 
then
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begin | 3 1
entry_l := entry_1 A.successor ; 
entry_2 := entry_2 *.successor ; 
end ( 3 ! 
else
entry_2 := entry_2 *.successor ; 
end ( 2 } ;
until ( entry_1 = fetus ) 
or ( entry_2 = zygotes ) ; 
if entry__1 <> fetus 
then
begin { 4 )
while entry_1 <> fetus 
do
begin j 5 }
entry_1*.predecessor*.successor := entry_1 *.successor ; 
entry_l *.successor*.predecessor := entry_1 *.predecessor ; 
deletion := entry_1 ; 
entry_1 := entry_1*.successor ; 
freeb ( deletion :: integer ) ; 
end 1 5 } ; 
end { 4 } ;
end j function form_phased } ;
{ Count the number of elements in a list ]
function list_length ( list_header : pointer_to_list ) : integer ; 
begin { function ] 
count := 0 ;
entry := list_head*.successor ; 
while entry <> list_head 
do
begin ( 1 } 
count := count + 1 ; 
entry := entry*.successor ; 
end { 1 } ;
list length := count ;
end T  function list length j ;
Function to return a list of diploids given a list of integers.
!
function decoded ( coded : pointer_to_list ) : pointer_to_decoded_list ; 
begin { function }
head :: integer := newb ( decoded_element_size ) ; 
with head* 
do
begin ( 1 }
diploid [l := ' ' ;
diploid [2J := ’ 
predecessor := head ; 
successor := head ; 
end I 1 j ;
entry := coded*.successor ; 
while entry <> coded 
do
begin ( 2 }
findk ( haploids_all, 0, entry*.datum div 10000 ) ;
genotype [l] := haploids_all*.key_1 ;
findk ( haploids_all, 0, entry*.datum mod 10000 ) ;
genotype [2] := haploids_all* .key__1 ;
new_decoded_element :: integer := newb ( decoded_element_size ) 
with new_decoded_element* 
do
begin [ 3 1
diploid := genotype ;
predecessor := head*.predecessor ;
successor := head ;
end { 3 ) ;
head*.predecessor*.successor := new_decoded_element ; 
head*.predecessor := new_decoded_element ; 
entry := entry*.successor ; 
freeb ( entry*.predecessor :: integer ) ; 
end { 2 } ; 
decoded := head ; 
end { function decoded | ;
If the relevant information is known : 
form list of haploids for the parent 
form list of haploids for the grandfather 
form list of haploids for the grandmother 
form list of zygotes for the grandparents 
delete list of haploids for the grandfather 
delete list of haploids for the grandmother 
form list of diploids for the parent 
form list of phased diploids for the parent 
delete list of zygotes for the grandparents 
form list of decoded phased diploids for the parent
function form_parent_from ( individual : integer )
: pointer to__decoded_list
begin { function } 
if individual <> 0 
then
begin | 4 )
findk ( individ_key, 0, individual ) ;
if individ_key*.key_1 <> 0
then
begin { 5 I
parent := form_haploids_for ( individual ) ; 
findk ( parent_key, 0, individ_key*.key_3 ) ; 
if parent_key*.key_1 <> 0 
then
begin | 6 }
findk ( individ_key, 0, parent_key*.key_1 ) ;
if individ_key*.key_1 = 0
then
parent_key*.key_1 := 0 ; 
end | 6 ] ;
if parent_key*.key_2 <> 0 
then
begin | 7 I
findk ( individ_key, 0, parent_key*.key_2 ) ;
if individ_key*.key 1 = 0
then
parent_key*.key 2 := 0 ; 
end i 7 ) ;
if ( parent_key*.key_l = 0 ) and ( parent_key*.key_2 = 0 ) 
then
1 1 3 .
b e g in  { 8 }
z y g o te s  : :  i n t e g e r  := newb ( l i s t _ e l e m e n t _ s i z e  ) ; 
w i t h  z y go te s*  
do
b e g i n  { 9 1 
datum := 0 ;
p r e d e c e s s o r  := z y g o t e s  ; 
s u c c e s s o r  := z y g o t e s  ; 
end { 9 } ;
p a r e n t  := f o r m _ d i p l o i d s _ f o r  ( p a r e n t  ) ; 
end { 8 } 
e l s e
b e g i n  j 10 }
i f  ( p a r e n t _ k e y *  .key_1 <> 0 ) and ( p a r e n t _ k e y * .k e y _ 2  <> 0 ) 
t h e n
b e g i n  { 11 ]
g r a n d f a t h e r  := f o r m _ h a p l o i d s _ f o r  ( p a re n t_ k e y * .k e y _ 1  ) ; 
g r an d m o th e r  := f o r m _ h a p lo i d s  f o r  ( p a r e n t _ k e y * .k e y _ 2  ) ; 
z y g o t e s  := f o r m _ z y g o t e s _ f o r  X" g r a n d f a t h e r ,  g ran d m o th e r  ) ; 
d e l e t e _ l i s t  ( g r a n d f a t h e r  ) ; 
d e l e t e _ l i s t  ( g r an d m o th e r  ) ; 
end j 11 j 
e l s e
b e g i n  { 12 }
i f  ( p a re n t _ k e y *  .key_1 = 0 ) and ( p a r e n t _ k e y * .k e y _ 2  <> 0 ) 
t h e n
b e g i n  { 13 i
g r a n d m o th e r  := f o r m _ h a p lo i d s  f o r  ( p a r e n t _ k e y * . k e y  2 ) ; 
z y g o t e s  := f o r m _ z y g o t e s _ f o r  X p a r e n t ,  g r a n d m o th e r  T  ; 
d e l e t e _ l i s t  ( g r andm othe r  ) ; 
end j f 3  1
e l s e  { ( p a re n t_ k e y * .k e y _ 1  <> 0 ) and ( p a r e n t _ k e y * .k e y _ 2  = 0 ) } 
b e g i n  ( 14 }
g r a n d f a t h e r  := f o r m _ h a p lo i d s  f o r  ( p a r e n t _ k e y * . k e y  1 ) ; 
z y g o t e s  := f o r m _ z y g o t e s _ f o r  T  p a r e n t ,  g r a n d f a t h e r  T  ; 
d e l e t e _ l i s t  ( g r a n d f a t h e r  ) ; 
end | 14 1 ; 
end | 1 2 } ;
p a r e n t  := f o r m _ d i p l o i d s _ f o r  ( p a r e n t  ) ; 
form phased  ( p a r e n t ,  z y g o t e s  ) ; 
end X 10 } ;
d e l e t e _ l i s t  ( z y g o t e s  ) ; 
form p a r e n t  f rom := decoded ( p a r e n t  ) ; 
end X 5 } 
e l s e
i f  ( p a r e n t _ k e y * . k e y _ l  <> 0 ) and ( p a r e n t _ k e y * .k e y _ 2  <> 0 ) 
t h e n
b e g i n  { 11 j
g r a n d f a t h e r  := f o r m _ h a p l o i d s _ f o r  ( p a re n t_ k e y * .k e y _ 1  ) ; 
g r a n d m o th e r  := f o r m _ h a p l o i d s _ f o r  ( p a r e n t _ k e y * . key_2 ) ; 
p a r e n t  := f o r m _ z y g o t e s _ f o r  ( g r a n d f a t h e r ,  g r an d m o th e r  ) ; 
f o rm _ p a re n t_ f r o m  := decoded  ( p a r e n t  ) ; 
d e l e t e _ l i s t  ( g r a n d f a t h e r  ) ; 
d e l e t e _ l i s t  ( g r an d m o th e r  ) ; 
end J 11 ! 
e l s e
fo rm _ p a re n t_ f r o m  := n i l  ; 
end { 4 } 
e l s e
form p a r e n t  f rom := n i l  ;
end I function form_parent_from } ;
If the relevant information is known : 
form list of haploids for the child 
form list of diploids for the child 
form list of phased diploids for the child 
form list of decoded phased diploids for the child
!
function form_child_from ( individual : integer )
: pointer_to_decoded_list ;
begin { function } 
if individual <> 0 
then
begin { 4 }
findk ( individ_key, 0, individual ) ;
if individ_keyA.key_1 <> 0
then
begin ( 5 }
parent := form__haploids_for ( individual ) ; 
parent := form_diploids_for ( parent ) ; 
form_phased ( parent, zygotes ) ; 
form child_from := decoded ( parent ) ; 
end T 5 1 ; 
end I 4 } ;
end { function form_child_from ] ; 
begin { main program } 
setvirtualsize ( 4000 ) ;
open ( haploids_all, '[cea308.pedigree]database.hap', 
history := readonly, access_method := keyed, 
organization := indexed, sharing := readonly ) ; 
open ( marriage_key, '[cea308.pedigreejdatabase.mar', 
history := readonly, access_method := keyed, 
organization := indexed, sharing := readonly ) ; 
open ( parent_key, '[cea308.pedigree]database.mar', 
history : = readonly, access_method := keyed, 
organization := indexed, sharing := readonly ) ; 
open ( individ_key, '[cea308.pedigree]database.ind', 
history := readonly, access_method := keyed, 
organization := indexed, sharing := readonly ) ; 
open ( children_key, '[cea308.pedigreeJdatabase.chd', 
history := readonly, access_method := keyed, 
organization := indexed, sharing := readonly ) ; 
open ( results, '[cea308.pedigreejresults.dat', history := new , 
access_method := sequential, organization := sequential ) 
rewrite ( results ) ;
writeln ( ' Enter pedigree of interest.' ) ;
readln ( pedigree ) ;
findk ( marriage_key, 4, pedigree ) ;
if ufb ( marriage_key )
then
begin ( 1 }
writeln ( ' No such pedigree in data.' ) ;
halt ;
end | 1 } ;
while marriage_keyA.key_4 = pedigree
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do
begin ( 2 }
if marriage_key*.key_3 < minimum_family_size 
then
if not eof(marriage_key) 
then
get ( marriage_key ) 
else
marriage_key*.key_4 := pedigree*1 
else
begin 1 3 }
father := form_parent_from ( marriage_key*.key_1 ) ; 
mother := form_parent_from ( marriage_key*.key_2 ) ; 
if ( father = nil ) or ( mother = nil ) 
then
begin ( 3-5 }
writeln ( ' Parental information is incomplete. ' ) ; 
halt ;
end I 3.5 } ;1
count the number of possible parent combinations 
i := 0 ;
mum := mother*.successor ; 
while mum <> mother 
do
begin { 12 } 
i := i + 1 ; 
mum := mum*.successor ; 
end | 12 } ; 
weight := 0 ;
dad := father*.successor ; 
while dad <> father 
do
begin { 13 } 
weight := weight + i ; 
dad := dad*.successor ; 
end { 13 } ;
writeln ( results, ' 1 / ',weight,' * (((' ) ;f
for each child from this marriage do 
form the decoded list of diploids adjusted for phase
if weight <> 0 
then
begin I 4.5 }
zygotes := form zygotes_forT form_haploids_for ( marriage_key*.key_1 ), 
form_haploids_for ( marriage key*.key_2 ) ) ; 
findk ( children_key, 1, marriage_key*.key_0 T *> 
family_head :: integer := newb ( member_size ) ; 
with family_head* 
do
begin [ 5 } 
head := nil ;
predecessor := family_head ; 
successor := family_head ; 
end I 5 } ;
while children_key* .key__1 = marriage_key* .key_0 
do
begin ( 4 }
findk ( individ_key, 0, children_keyA.key__0 ) ;
if individ_key"".key_l <> 0
then
begin ( 5*5 )
new_member :: integer := newb ( member_size ) ; 
with new_memberA 
do
begin { 6 j
head := form_child_from ( children_keyA.key_0 ) ; 
predecessor := family_head"". predecessor ; 
successor := family_head ; 
end { 6 } ;
family_head"" .predecessor"".successor := new_member 
family__head"" . predecessor := new_member ; 
end i 5*5 ! ; 
if not eof(children_key) 
then
get ( children_key ) 
else
children_keyA .key__1 := marriage_key"" .key__0+1 ;
end { 4 1 ;
delete_list ( zygotes ) ; 
end { 4.5 1 ;
Generate and print the recombination arrays
first_type := true ; 
dad := father"". successor ; 
while dad <> father 
do
begin { 7 1
mum := mother"". successor ; 
while mum <> mother 
do
begin { 8 ] 
first_child := true ; 
if first_type 
then
first_type := false 
else
writeln ( results, ') + ((' ) ; 
f_entry := family_head"".successor ; 
while f_entry <> family_head 
do
begin { 10 } 
first_pq := true ; 
weight := 0 ; 
if first_child 
then
first_child := false 
else
writeln ( results, ' * ( ' ) ;  
kid := f_entry"" .headA . successor ; 
while kid <> f_entry"" .head 
do
begin | 11 ] 
if first_pq 
then
first_pq := false
else
writeln ( results, + ' ) ; 
fit := true ;
for i := 1 to number of loci
do
if (( kid*.diploid [l] [i] <> mumA.diploid [l] [i] ) 
and ( kid*.diploid [l] [i] <> mum*,diploid [2J [i] ) 
or
( kid*,diploid [2] [i] <> dad*.diploid [l] j"i] ) 
and ( kid*.diploid [2] [i] <> dad*.diploid [2] [i] )) 
then
fit := false ; 
if fit 
then
begin { 14 )
weight := weight + 1 ;
for i := 1 to number_of_loci
do
begin | 15 }
if dad*.diploid [l] [i] = dad*.diploid [2] [i] 
then
P [i] := 'O' 
else
begin { 16 }
if kid*.diploid [2] [i] = dad*.diploid [l] [i] 
then
p [i] := * 1 
else
P [i] := '2 ' ; 
end { 1 6 };
if mum*.diploid [l] [i] = mum*.diploid [2] [i] 
then
q [i] := 'O' 
else
begin ( 17 1
if kid*.diploid [l] [i] = mum*.diploid [l] [i] 
then
q [i] := '1'
else
q [i] == ’2’ ;
end ( 17 ] ; 
end ( 15 ) ;
write ( results, ' ( p',p, 
end { 1 4 }
q ,q>
else
write ( results, ' ( 0 + ’ ) ; 
fit := true ;
for i := 1 to number_of_loci 
do
if (( kid*.diploid [2] [i] <> mum*.diploid [l ] [i] ) 
and ( kid*.diploid [2] [i] <> mum*.diploid [2] [i] ) 
or
( kid*.diploid [l] [i] <> dad*.diploid [l] [i] ) 
and ( kid*.diploid [1 ] [i] <> dad*.diploid [2] [i] )) 
then
fit := false ; 
if fit 
then
begin { 18}
weight := weight + 1 ;
for i := 1 to number_of_loci 
do
begin I 19 1 a
if dad*.diploid [l] [i] - dad* .diploid 2J [ij 
then
P [i] := 'O'
else
begin { 20 ]
if kid*.diploid [l] [i] = dad*.diploid [l] [i] 
then
p [i] := ' 1 ' 
else
P [i] :=.'2' ; end { 20 j ;
if mum*.diploid [l ] [i] = mum*.diploid [2] [i] 
then
q [i] := 'O' 
else
begin { 21 1 ,
if kid*.diploid L2J LiJ = mum*.diploid [1 J UJ 
then
q [i] := ' 1' 
else
q [i] := ’2’ ;
end {21 ] ;
end { 1 9 } ;
write ( results, 'p',p,' * q',q,' ) ' ) ; 
end { 18 ]
else
write ( results, '0 ) * ) ; 
kid := kid*.successor ; 
end { 11 } ; 
writeln ( results ) ; 
write ( results, ' ) / '»weight ) ; 
f_entry := f_entry*.successor ; 
end { 10 ] ; 
mum := mum*.successor ; 
end | 8 ] ;
dad := dad*.successor ; 
end j 7 1 ;
writeln ( results, ' ) ) ' ) ;  
if not eof(marriage_key) 
then
get ( marriage_key ) 
else
marriage_key*.key_4 := pedigree+1 ; 
end I 3 1 ; 
end j 2 } ;
close ( haploids_all, disposition := save ) ; 
close ( marriage_key, disposition := save ) ; 
close ( parent_key, disposition := save ) ; 
close ( individ_key, disposition := save ) ; 
close ( results, disposition := save ) ;
writeln ( 'Normal exit.') ; 
end j program 1 .
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In the second stage the advantages of using the 
algebraic manipulation program REDUCE are speed and 
accuracy. It avoids the alternative of many hours spent 
simplifying and programming the likelihood manually with 
a high probability of at least one error occurring at 
some stage. An example of a likelihood for a single 
nuclear family, as output by REDUCE , is given in 
figure 6-4. This indicates the possible enormity of the 
task of manual manipulation.
FORTRAN was used in the third stage of the analysis 
because of its speed in numerical calculations and of 
there being a wide range of subroutine libraries readily 
available. In particular, the E04 group of subroutines 
from the NAG library (NAG, 1982) were chosen for their 
superior numerical properties compared with available 
alternatives.
6.4 Discussion
In general, this implementation performed well in 
analysing the data described in section 5.3, obtaining 
results for most families in only a few minutes of CPU 
time. However, some problems which did arise are 
mentioned here.
For some families the likelihood proved to be 
computationally intractable. In these families there 
were too many terms in the likelihood which consequently 
required more data space than was available in the 
stage 2 program REDUCE. The usual cause of this large 
number of terms was several of the individuals having
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Figure 6-4 : Likelihood function for family 119
of the TGA workshop data (in FORTRAN 
code) as output by REDUCE.
ANS6-((M001 +M111)*(F100+F101 ) + ( F000+F001)*(K011+M101)
. )*((M011+M101)*(F110+F111) + (F100+F10 1 )*(M000+M110))
. **2*((M001+M111)*(F010+F011)+(M011+M101)*(F110+F111)
. )
ANS5=((M010+M100)*(F010+F011)+(M000+M110)*(F110+F111)
. )*((M010+M100)*(F100+F101 )+(F000+F001 )*(M000+M110))*
. ( (FOO0+FO01)*(MO0O+M110)+(M011+M1O1)*(F010+F011))**2 
. +((M010+M100)*(F100+F101)+(M001+M111)*(F110+F111) )* *
. 2*((M001+M111)*(F000+F001)+(M011+M101)*(F100+F101) )*
. ((M001+M111)*(F110+F111)+(M011+M101)*(F010+F011 ) )+ ( (
. F000+F001)*(M011+M101)+ (M000+M110)*(F010+F011))**2*(
. (M001+M111)*(F100+F10 1 )+(F000+F001)*(M011+M101) ) * ( (
. M001+M111)*(F010+F011)+(M011+M10 1 )*(F110+F11 1 ) )+ ( (
. M001+M111)*(F000+F001)+(K011+K101)*(F100+F10 1 ) ) * ( (
. M011+M101)*(F100+F101)+(M000+M110)*(F110+F111))**2*(
. (M001+M111)*(F110+F111)+(M011+M101)*(F010+F011 ) )+ ( (
. M001+M111)*(F000+F001)+(M011+K101)*(F100+F101) ) * ( (
. F000+F001)*(M000+M110)+(M011+M101)*(F010+F011))**2*(
. (K001+M111)*(F110+F111)+ (M011+M10 1 )*(F010+F011))+
. ANS6
ANS4=((M010+M100)*(FOOO+F001 ) + (F100+F101)*(M000+M110)
. )*((M010+M100)*(F110+F111)+(K000+M110)*(F010+F011 ) )*
. ( (F000+F001)*(K011+M101)+ (M000+M110)*(F010+F011 ) )**2 
. +((M010+M100)*(F000+F001)+(F100+F101)*(M000+M110 ))* (
. (M010+N100)*(F110+F111)+(M000+M110)*(F010+F011 ) ) * ( (
. M011+M101)*(F110+F111)+ (F100+F101)*(M000+M11 0 ) )**2+(
. (M010+K100)*(F110+F111)+ (M001+M111)*(F100+F10 1 ) )**2* 
. ( (M001+M111)*(F100+F10 1 )+(F000+F001)*(M011+M101) ) * ( (
. M001+M111)*(F010+F011)+(M011+K101)*(F110+F11 1 ) )+ ( (
. M010+M100)*(F010+F011)+(M000+M110)*(F110+F11 1 ) )* ( (
. M010+K10 0 ) * (F100+F10 1 )+(M001+M111)*(F110+F111))**2*( 
. (M010+M100)*(F100+F101)+(F000+F001)*(M000+M110))+((
. M010+K100)*(F010+F011 )+ (M000+M110 ) * ( F 1 10+F11 1 ) )* ( (
. M010+M10 0 ) * (F100+F10 1 )+(F000+F001)*(M000+K11 0 ) )* ( (
. M011+M101)*(F100+F101) + (M000+M11 0 ) * ( F1 10+F111))**2 +
. ANS5
ANS3=((M010+M100)*(F000+F001)+(M001+M111 )*(F010+F011) 
. )**2*((M010+M100)*(F000+F001 ) + (F100+F101)*(M000+K110 
. ))*((M010+M100)*(F110+F111)+(MOOO+M110)*(F010+F011)) 
. +((M010+M100)*(F000+F001)+(M001+M111)*(F010+F011))**  
. 2*((M001+M111)*(F100+F101)+(F000+F001)*(M011+M101))*  
. ( (M001 +M111 )*(F01 0+F011 ) + (M01 1 +M1 01 ) * (F 1 1 0+F111 ) ) + (( 
. M010+M100)*(F010+F011) + (M001+M111)*(F000+F001) )**2*( 
. (M010+M100)*(F010+F011 ) + (y.000+M110)*(F110+F11 1 ) ) * ( (
. M010+M100)*(F100+F10 1 )+(F000+F001)*(M000+M110 ) ) + ( (
. M010+K100)*(F010+F011 )+(M001+M111)*(F000+F001))**2*( 
. (M001+M111)*(F000+F001)+(M011+K101)*(F100+F10 1 ) ) * ( (
. M001+M111)*(F110+F111) + (M01 1 +M101 )*(F010+F011 ) )  + ((
. M010+M100)*(F000+F001)+(F100+F101)*(M000+K110))*((
. M010+M100)*(F110+F111)+(M001+M111)*(F100+F101))**2*( 
. (M010+M100)*(F110+F111)+(M000+M110)*(F010+F011))+
. ANS4
ANS2=ANS3/65536.
ANS1=L0G(ANS2) 
f d  19--ANS1
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many possible pairs of constituent gametes which suggests 
this particular family is relatively uninformative for 
recombination events. Therefore, it is suggested that 
computational intractability provides a useful censoring 
of the data by removing relatively uninformative families 
from the analysis. As yet, no precise point at which a 
family's likelihood becomes computationally intractable 
has been determined such that the censoring could be 
done without requiring running the program REDUCE.
A second problem was observed when obtaining the 
maximum likelihood estimates at the third stage. It was 
noted for several likelihoods for single nuclear families 
that numerical maximisation determined local rather than 
global maxima. However, this occurrence was not observed 
for likelihoods formed from products of ten or more
independent single family likelihoods.
The three stage format of this implementation is
cumbersome and requires a moderate amount of data 
management (between stages) on the part of the researcher 
and is only of nuisance value in the analysis. This 
could be avoided by encompassing all three stages in a 
single program. It is suggested that such a program 
could be written in PASCAL with the following 
advantages : an algebraic manipulation subroutine could 
be written which is dedicated to the particular algebraic 
manipulations required and therefore possibly offering 
improved performance; the FORTRAN subroutines used 
in stage 3 can be used directly as subroutines in the 
PASCAL program thus retaining the high computation
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speed of the FORTRAN language.
A goal for further development is to produce a 
single program for multilocus linkage analysis which is 
as easy to use as currently available two-locus linkage 
analysis programs.
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Appendix
A. 1 Analysis of deviance tables (Part A ).
In this section are the analysis of deviance tables for 
the detection of nonrandom allelic association between the 
loci A1, Bl, B2, B3, Cl in the samples of wild barley from 
twenty-six sites in Israel. The tables are given in the 
same format as that in table 3-1.
deviance deviance difference
model observed observed
description val ue d.f. rank val ue d.f. p-value rank
Site 2 
A1+B1+B2+B3 36.2 29 20
7.2 2 .027 20
+B1.B2 29.0 27 20
27.5 4 .000 20
+A1.B2 1.5 23 18
Site 3
A1+B1+B2+B3+C1 118.9 168 20
50.5 12 .000 20
+B2.B3 68.4 156 20
31.2 8 .000 20
+A1.B2 37.2 148 20
17.9 4 .001 20
+A1.C1 19.3 144 20
6.7 6 .349 20
+A1.B3 12.6 138 15
Site 4 
A1+B2+B3+C1 175.1 46 20
86.0 4 .000 20
+B2.B3 89.1 42 20
56.1 2 .000 20
+A1.C1 33.0 40 20
29.8 2 .000 20
+A1.B2 3.2 38 14
1 2 9 .
deviance deviance difference
model observed observed
description value d . f . rank val ue d .f . p-value rank
Site 5 -
A1+B1+B2+B3+C1 113.9 56 20
32.1 3 .000 20
+B1.B2 81.8 53 20
32.0 3 .000 20
+B2.B3 49.8 50 20
36.9 3 .000 20
+B2.C1 12.9 47 20
12.9 3 .005 20
+A1.B2 0.0 44 9
Site 6
A1+B1+B2+B3+C1 234.6 633 20
76.0 10 .000 20
+B2.B3 158.6 623 20
39.4 15 .001 20
+B1.B2 119.2 608 20
45.7 10 .000 20
+B2.C1 73.5 598 12
Site 7
A1+B1+B2+B3+C1 138.1 347 20
68.0 8 .000 20
+B2.B3 70.1 339 20
29.1 8 .000 20
+B1.B2 41.0 331 18
Site 8 
A1+B2+B3+C1 84.4 97 20
48.1 10 .000 20
+B2.B3 36.3 87 20
16.5 4 .002 20
+A1.B3 19.8 83 20
9.9 5 .078 20
+B2.C1 9.9 78 13
Site 10 
A1+B2+B3+C1 84.0 98 20
36.9 6 .000 20
+B2.B3 47.1 92 20
20.3 4 .000 20
+A1.B3 26.8 88 20
17.4 4 .001 20
+B3.C1 9.4 84 20
6.0 4 .199 20
+A1.C1 3.4 80 19
130
deviance deviance difference
model
description
observed
value d.f rank
observed
value d.f. p-value rank
Site 11
A1+B1+B2+B3+C1 98.4 99 20
35.8 2 .000 20+B1.B3 62.6 97 20
25.1 2 .000 20+B2.B3 37.5 95 20
27.6 4 .000 20+B3.C1 9.9 91 16
Site 12 
A1+B2+B3+C1
+B2.B3
+A1.C1
+A1.B2
48.9
35.1
15.4
0.2
46
42
40
36
20
20
20
9
13.8
19.7
15.2
4
2
4
.008
.000
.004
20
20
20
Site 13
A1+B1+B2+B3+C1 95.9 64 20
46.1 2 .000 20+B2.B3 49.8 62 20
30.7 2 .000 20+B1.B2 19.1 60 19
Site 14
A1+B2+B3+C1 46.7 40 20
27.3 2 .000 20+B2.B3 22.4 38 20
9.1 3 .028 20+A1.B3 13.3 35 16
Site 15
A1+B1+B2+B3+C1 85.2 498 20
30.5 9 .000 20+B2.B3 54.7 489 18
Site 16
A1+B1+B2+B3+C1 41.4 181 20
12.0 6 .062 20+A1.C1 29.4 175 19
1 3 1 .
deviance deviance difference
model observed observed
description val ue d . f . rank val ue d . f . p-value rank
Site 17
A1+B1+B2+B3+C1 61.0 99 20 -
28.9 4 .000 20
+B2.B3 32.1 95 20
9.9 2 .007 20
+B1.B3 22.2 93 20
7.1 2 .029 20
+A1.B1 15.1 92 20
9.3 2 .010 20
+A1.C1 5.8 90 19
Site 18 
A1+B2+C1 22.9 7 20
14.5 2 .001 20
+A1.B2 8.4 5 20
8.4 2 .015 20
+B2.C1 0.0 3 15
Site 19 
A1+B2+B3+C1 54.0 98 20
23.4 6 .001 20
+B2.B3 30.6 92 20
11.7 4 .020 20
+B2.C1 18.9 88 18
Site 20 
A1+B2+B3+C1 50.2 46 20
23.2 2 .000 20
+B2.B3 27.0 44 18
Site 21 
A1+B2+B3+C1 39.4 132 13
Site 22 
A1+B2+B3+C1 61.3 146 20
20.4 10 .026 20
+B2.B3 40.9 136 18
132.
deviance deviance difference
model observed observed
description val ue d.f. rank value d.f. p-value rank
Site 23
-
A1+B2+B3+C1 89.9 46 20
22.0 2 .000 20
+B2.B3 67.9 44 20
33.4 4 .000 20
+A1.B2 34.5 40 20
24.5 4 .000 20
+B2.C1 10.0 36 18
Site 24 
A1+B2+B3+C1 190.6 133 20
73.1 6 .000 20
+B2.B3 117.5 127 20
51.8 6 .000 20
+B2.C1 65.7 121 20
65.2 9 .000 20
+A1.B2 0.5 112 19
Site 25
A1+B1+B2+B3+C1 158.0 205 20
37.3 6 .000 20
+B2.B3 120.7 199 20
33.1 4 .000 20
+A1.C1 87.6 195 20
37.7 6 .000 20
+B2.C1 49.9 189 20
22.9 6 .001 20
+A1.B2 27.0 183 20
9.7 2 .008 20
+A1.B1 17.3 181 17
Site 26 
A1+B2+B3+C1 32.3 46 20
10.1 4 .007 20
+B2.B3 22.2 42 20
9.8 2 .007 20
+B2.C1 12.4 40 20
9.4 4 .009 20
+B2.C1 3.0 36 18
1 3 3 .
deviance deviance difference
model observed observed
description val ue d . f rank val ue d . f p-value rank
Site 27
A1+B2+B3+C1 70.8 46 20
32.8 4 .000 20
+B2.B3 38.0 42 20
19.6 4 .001 20
+A1.B3 18.4 38 18
Site 28
A1+B1+B2+B3+C1 143.3 276 20
53.6 6 .000 20
+B2.B3 89.4 270 20
37.8 9 .000 20
+B1.B2 51.6 261 20
19.2 6 .004 20
+A1.B1 32.4 255 17
A. 2 An a l y s i s  of  de v i a n c e  t a b l e s  ( P a r t  B ) .
The nine analysis of deviance tables,referred to in 
chapter 3, for all nineteen loci are given here in the same 
format as section A.l.
model
description
deviance deviance difference
observed 
val ue d. f . rank
observed 
val ue d. f . p-value rank
Site 2
A1+A2+B1+B2+B3 44.3 64 20
9.8 2 .007 20
+B1.B2 34.5 62 20
8.8 2 .012 20
+A1.A2 25.7 60 20
15.5 4 .004 20
+A1.B2 10.2 56 16
134  .
deviance deviance difference
model observed observed
description val ue d .f . rank val ue d .f . p-value rank
Site 4
-
A1+A3+B2+B3+C1 178.7 99 20
69.2 4 .000 20
+B2.B3 109.5 95 20
10.4 1 .001 20
+A1.A3 99.1 94 20
47.3 2 .000 20
+A1.C1 51.8 92 20
22.5 2 .000 20
+A1.B2 29.3 90 19
Site 5
A1+B1+B2+B3+C1+D1 150.8 119 20
33.2 3 .000 20
+B1.B2 117.6 116 20
33.1 3 .000 20
+B2.B3 84.5 113 20
38.8 3 .000 20
+B2.C1 45.7 110 20
33.5 3 .000 20
+B2.D1 12.2 107 19
Site 8
A1+A2+B2+B3+C1 75.7 169 20
26.9 4 .000 20
+B2.B3 48.8 165 20
18.0 3 .000 20
+A1.B3 30.8 163 20
15.2 8 .055 20
+A2.B2 15.6 155 17
Site 10
A1+A3+B2+B3+C1+C2 75.2 313 20
29.2 4 .000 20
+B2.B3 46.0 309 20
19.0 4 .001 20
+A1.B3 27.0 305 20
13.3 4 .010 20
+B2.C1 13.7 301 18
135
deviance deviance difference
model observed observed
description value d . f . rank val ue d .f . p-value rank
Site 17 -
A1+A2+A5+B1+B2+B3+C1 108.8 421 20
28.9 4 .000 20
+B2.B3 79.9 417 20
9.9 2 .007 20
+B1.B3 70.0 415 20
2.7 1 .100 20
+A1.A2 67.3 414 20
2.3 1 .129 20
+A1.A5 65.0 413 20
28.2 2 .000 20
+A2.B2 36.8 411 20
15.0 2 .001 20
+A5.C1 21.8 409 20
7.1 2 .029 20
+A1.C1 14.7 407 9
Site 18
A1+A2+A5+B2+C1+C2 82.9 135 20
11.2 1 .001 20
+A1.A5 71.7 134 20
4.9 1 .027 20
+C1.C2 66.8 133 20
5.2 2 .074 20
+A2.A5 61.6 131 20
28.5 2 .000 20
+A5.B2 33.1 129 19
Site 19
A1+A2+A5+B2+B3+C1 98.8 635 20
25.2 6 .000 20
+B2.B3 73.6 629 20
6.0 2 .050 20
+A1.A5 67.6 627 19
Site 20
A1+A2+A5+B2+B3+C1+C2 123.2 421 20
35.1 2 .000 20
+B2.B3 88.1 419 20
11.5 2 .003 20
+C1.C2 76.6 417 20
11.2 2 .004 20
+A1.A2 65.4 415 9
A . 3 Mo d e l s  u t i l i s e d  t o  o b t a i n  " E m p i r i c a l  r e s u l t s  
f o r  t h e  t e s t  p r o c e d u r e s .
1 3 6 .
The following models where utilised in the simulation 
studies described in section 3.4 and given here for each 
site.
s i t e  model d e s c r i p t i o n
2
3
4
5 
8
10
11
12
A1+B1+B2+B3
+A1.B2
+B1.B2
+B2.B3
A1+B2+B3+C1+A1.B2+B2.B3
+A1.C1
+A1.B3
+B3.C1
A1+B2+B3+C1+A1.C1
+B2.B3
+B2.C1
+A1.B2
A1+B1+B2+B3+C1+B1.B2+B2.B3
+B2.C1
+A1.B2
A1+B2+B3+C1+B2.B3+A1.B3
+B2.C1
+A1.C1
+A1.B2
+B2.C1
+A1.C1
A1+B2+B3+C1+A1.B3+B2.B3
+B3.C1
+A1.C1
A1+B1+B2+B3+C1+B1.B3+B2.B3
+B3.C1
A1+B2+B3+C1+A1.B2
+A1.C1
+B2.B3
+A1.B3
13 A1+B1+B2+B3+C1+B1.B3+B2.B3
s i t e
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
1 3 7 .
model d e sc r ip t i o n
A1+B2+B3+C1+B2.B3
+A 1 .B 3
+A1 .C 1
A1+B1+B2+B3+C1+B2,B3
+ B 1 . B 3
A1+B1+B2+B3+C1
+A1.C 1
+ B 3 .C 1
+ B 2 . B 3
A 1+B 1+ B 2 + B 3 + C 1 + A 1 .B 1 + B 1 .B 3 + B 2 .B 3
+A1.C1
+B 2 .C1
A1+B2+C1
+A1.B2
+B 2 .C 1
A 1 + B 2+ B 3+ C 1+ B 2 .C 1+ B 2 .B 3
+ B 3 .C 1
A1+B2+B3+C1+B2.B3
+ B 3 .C 1
+ A 1 .B 2
A1+B2+B3+C1
+A 1 .B 3
+ B 2 .C 1
A1+B2+B3+C1
+ B 2 . B 3
+A1 .B 2
A1+B2+B3+ C1+A1 .B 2+B2 .B 3
+ B 2 .C 1
A1+B1+B2+ B3+C 1+A1 .B2+ B2 .B3
+ B 2 .C 1
A 1 + B 1 + B 2 + B 3 + C 1 + A 1 .C 1 + B 2 .C 1 + B 2 .B 3 + A 1 .B 2
+A1.B1
A1+B2+B3+ C1+A1 .C 1+B2 .B 3
+ B 3 .C 1
A1+B2+B3+C1+A1.B3
+B 2 .B 3
+ B 3 .C 1
+A 1 .B 2
+ B 2 . B 3
